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arcCA, the journal of the American

lnstitute of Architects California

Council, is dedicated to exploring

ideas, issues, and projects relevant

to the practice of architecture in

California. arcCA focuses quarterly

editions on professional practice,

the architect in the community,

the AIACC Design Awards, and

works/sectors.
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are available at the following rates:
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Subscriptions: arcCA, c/o AIACC, 1303 J Street, Suite 200, Sacramento,

CA 95814, www.aiacc.org

Advertising: 8718871175.

Inguiries and submissions: Tim Culvahouse, Editor: tim@culvahouse.net;

do AIACC, 1303 J Street, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95814; 916.4489082;

fax 916.442.5346. Bob Aufuldish, Aufuldish & v{arinner: bob@aufwar.com.

Copyright and reprinting: O 2004 by AIACC. All rights reserved. Repro-

duction in whole 0r in part without permission is prohibited. Permission

is granted through the Copyright Clearance Center (CCC), 222 Rosewood

Drive, Danvers, MA 01923. arccA is a trademark 0f AIACC.

arccA (ISSN 07381132) is published by The Mccraw-Hill Companies on

behalf of The American lnstitute of Architects, California Council. McGraw-

Hill and AIACC are not responsible for statements or opinions e)(pressed

in arcCA, nor do such statements or opinions necessarily express the

views of AIACC or its committees. Contributors are responsible for credits

and copyright permissions. Third class postage paid at Lebanon Junction,

Kentucky. Printed by Publishers Press.
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Comment

The purpose of arcCA, as our recently revised mission statement declares, is to explore "ideas, issues, and prol-

ects relevant to the practice of architecture in California." Not all ideas we explore are going to be agreeable to

everyone. 8ut it has been my experience that you, our readers, are quite capable of taking care of yourselves, of

determining where you stand on an issue, and of expressing forcefully but in a dignified way your disagreement

with positions presented in the journal. For example, some issues back (04.4, "School Daze") we published an

op-ed piece-we call them "Contentions"-by Raphael Sperry, AIACC member and national president of Architects,

Designers and Planners for Social Responsibility (ADPSR). Mr. Sperry presented ADPSR's initiative for a boycott

of prison design. ln a succeeding issue, we published a reader's spirited critique of that initiative. Together, the

two items captured a significant spectrum of opinion. I have not heard of any AIACC members finding themselves

brainwashed or otherwise led astray by either the position paper or its critique.

lmagine my surprise, then, when I learned that Mr. Sperry, who had been invited to participate in a panel discus-

sion on "Exploring Prisons as a Design, Ethical, and Social Policy lssue" at this year's AIA Convention, was pro-

hibited by the AIA from showing two images: one of the exterior of Abu Ghraib prison, the other of prefabricated

holding cells being assembled at Guant6namo. The AIA avers that this prohibition is not censorship, that Mr. Sperry

was "completely out of bounds" advocating a political position during a continuing education seminar.

Baloney. Mr. Sperry was invited to the discussion precisely because he leads an organization that advocates the

position. To ask him to participate without stumping for that position would be like asking Billy Graham to speak

at a panel on faith but (please) not to mention Jesus. Meanwhile, there were sessions offered at the Conven-

tion on "Design Leadership and Advocacy in the Public Realm," "Leadership and Advocacy Through Design," and

"Architects as Advocates"; and, while I unfortunately missed lhom Mayne's keynote, I qather he may have strayed

somewhat into political territory.

It may be that Mr. Sperry's choice of images was hyperbolic; perhaps, had he been allowed to show them, he would

have weakened, rather than strengthened, his case. Maybe so, maybe not. Was he being silly or shrewd, compelling

or naive? Who knows? The attendees would know, if they-if you-had been given the chance.

There are two possible motivations for this act of censorship-and censorship it is. lt was done either to suppress

a political position with which influential people in the lnstltute disagree, or it was done because somebody at

headquarters thinks AIA members are dupes who can't react thoughtfully and responsibly to another person's

point of view. Either way, it's a damned shame.

0n a brighter note, as this Comment was going out the door a terrific new book arrived: NorCalMod: lcons of
Northern California Modernism (San Francisco: Chronicle Books,2006), by Pierluigi Serraino, Assoc. AIA and mem-

ber of the arcCA editorial board. lt would, of course, have been the perfect subject for a book review in this, the

"Preserving Modernism" issue, had it left the bindery earlier. As it is, we'll have to save the review for next time.

But look for it; it's full of goodsurprises.

Tim Culvahouse, FAIA, editor
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Correspondence

Regarding the LA issue, 05.2

I think Barbara Lamprecht, in her piece [o6.2] about the Hall of Records, missed a major part of
the story here: the context out of which this design emerged. Compare this building to the adjoin-

ing Courthouse and the Hall of Administration; THIS is what our proiect was supposed to look

like (complete to the finish we were told to use on the outside)! That we succeeded in getring

such a different look is really the story here, something heretofore not covered in any write-ups

about this building, which deserves to be mentioned as one of the "stars" of the group which is
discussed in the new look of the cultural center of L.A. (Disney, Cathedral, DWP, Music Center).

Read what Tom Hines says in his book about Neutra's "later works"; he dismisses the Hall
of Records as a "bland mediocrity." He focuses more on the tensions in the N&A partnership

than on the remarkable feat of producing a distinctive piece of work for a client not known for
imagination.

Dion Neutra, Architect, Los Angeles

As you may know, Los Angeles has often had a lot of trouble finding decent venues for discus-

sion ofconcerns beyond vanity/aesthetics. In my view, one reason is that there is a vast quantity

of activity generated by L.A.'s image-making culture-which we are often caught up in feeding-
and it often overruns the far more serious issues of L.A's urbanity. arcCA LA is a real piece of
art and touches on some very serious (and mostly ignored) issues in L.A. I really appreciate your

effort and care in setting out the themes and selecting very compelling illustrations and artwork.

David Ihurman, AlA, Los Angeles

The continuing debate regarding UC Merced

We appreciate Henry DuPertuis's response to the debate about UC Merced that arcCA reprinted

recently (o5.4, "SustainAbility"). It's good to get the perspective of a native, and we are glad to

hear that having a new campus in that community is seen as a plus by him and his friends.

Afler our article and his letter appeared, borh The New York Tirnes and The San Francisco

Chronicle reported that UC Merced's enrollment is lagging and that enrolled students are desert-

ing it. Its distance from Merced proper was noted as part of the problem, accentuating the isola-

tion of the new and still largely undeveloped campus.

Our half of the debate takes a longer view of UC Merced and the Central Valley. It is literally

t4



true of course that the kind of campus UC is developing at Merced won't fit in the existing center
of the town. Other campus models would fit, however, and offer the students and the community
something better. Merced isn't Bologna, but it could-still could-reap the benefits of being the

university town that anchors this wealthy region.

Our "undervalued resources" phrase is to say that Merced will grow substantially in popula-

tion, so redevelopment at a higher density is inevitable. What we're asking is where town and

gown will end up at mid-century. What we're suggesting is that a strategy that melds their inter-
ests will ultimately be better for both of them.

We speculate that a joint strategy that gives some thought to where the Central Valley is head-

ed may favor a different pattern of overall development. Some of the qualities we point to are a
more urban character, better regional access, and sharing of facilities whenever possible (to maxi-
mize their use and spread their cost). We did not stress the impact of technology on the university
in our article, but we imagine that in time it will shrink campus building programs the way it has

in the corporate sector, and in the process redefine people's expectations ofthe university experi-
ence. A trend we did mention is the expansion of learning from its traditional boundaries, which
we believe will reshape UC Merced's student profile to be more like community colleges today.

One advantage Merced has over many exurban communities is an existing form that can
become denser over time without losing its basic character. It could choose to double or triple its
population within a defined zone of development, preserving the land around it for agriculture
and recreation. A high-speed rail line along Highway 99 would connect that denser community
to its region. By mid-century this will be a useful pattern, one that supports the Central Valley as a
more populous but still agriculturally rich region, much like Northern Italy's Emilio.Romano, one
of Europe's islands of prosperity.

We're not in love with the industrial feel of the UC Merced Campus, either. It illustrates the
fact that "appropriate density" is a hard problem. The University and Merced together need to
address it, asking what is desirable for the community and its region in zo5o. This is really our
point' We think the opening move was the wrong one, but there's still time to correct course and
end up with something much better. As for other universities and communities contemplating a

similar exercise, realize that you have alternatives.

Richard Bender, rbarchitect@earthlink.net

John Parman, jjparman@aol.com
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Preserving the

numents
of our Modern Past

Lauren Weiss Bricker, Ph.D.

California's evolving historical self-awareness can be attributed, in part, to the fast-growing and

controversial effort to preserve works of the "recent past"-works designed and constructed
between the years 1945-65. In California, such works are seen as part of the state's cultural pat-

rimony; California designers can justifiably take credit for many of the period's iconic buildings,
landscapes, furniture, and other designed objects. Yet, the new interpretation of Modernism
visually integrated buildings with their landscapes. Consequently, "seeing" the resulting postwar

works at all, much less as historically significant, has been challenging for the general public, as

well as for hard-core preservationists.

The individuals leading the charge for the preservation ofthe recent past are often relative

newcomers to the field. In northern Califomia, the local chapter of DOCOMOMO (Documenta-
tion and Conservation of Buildings of the Modern Movement), based in San Francisco, is the
principal group agitating for preserving Modern works. In southern California, the Los Angeles

Conservancy's Modern Committee (Modcom) is a feisty group of preservation advocates. Indi
vidual cities with important collections of postwar resources, most notably Palm Springs, have

promoted the preservation of their historic Modern buildings and, in the process, have tapped
into a new tourist market. In zoo4, in response to these concerns, the State Historic Resources

Commission formed a statewide committee to focus on the architecture and landscape architec-
ture of historical significance to the Modern era, and the issues peculiar to their presewation.

Some of the difficult issues associated with the preservation of Modern resources can be

illustrated by two recent cases. The construction of new condominiums on the site of the Stuart
Company (Edward Durrel Stone, architect; Thomas Church, landscape architect; Pasadena, 1958)

raises questions about balancing preservation considerations with civic plans, however well inten-
tioned. Even more controversial, efforts to preserve the Lincoln Place Apartments (Ralph Vaughn
and Heth Wharton, architects; Venice, r95o-5r) have sparked nothing short of class warfare, with
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affluent properfy owners pitted against low-to-

moderate income tenants.

lntegrated Landscape and Architecture:

Stuart Pharmaceutical Company

The City of Pasadena is known for its Arts-and

Crafts-period neighborhoods and Beaux-Arts

Civic Center, but, during the postwar period,

the Pasadena Chamber of Commerce invited

manufacturers to establish facilities in the

City, particularly if they were associated with
scientific research. A number of existing or

new firms established facilities in the eastern

section of Pasadena, where land was available

for larger plants and housing tracts to accom-

modate the projected influx of new employees.

The Stuart Company is, without question, the

complex that most fully embodies the concept

ofthe postwar "suburban factory" in Pasadena.

It was a pharmaceutical manufacturing and

office building, a collaborative effort by archi
tect Edward Durrel Stone and landscape archi
tect Thomas Church, which the AIA named as

one ofthe best buildings of 1958.

Set back approximately r5o feet from East

Foothill Boulevard, a main arterial road, the

massive building, which occupied about one-

quarter of its 9.4-acre site, appears modest and

fragile. This effect was achieved by nestling

the building into the downwardly sloping site.

From the road, the complex reads as a series

of low, horizontal elements (exemplifying the

type of architecture that is invisible to many).

Church designed a landscape ofplanters, lawn,

and a shallow moat; the building hovers above

this setting. Stone's signature cast concrete

block screen spans the width ofproperty, unit-

ing the building facade with a series of parking

bays.

The Stuart Company was sold in r99r to

fohnson and fohnson/Merck Pharmaceuticals

Co. and was later acquired by a public agency,

the Metropolitan Transit Authority (MTA),
around 1994. Out of concern for the fate of
the building, Pasadena Heritage, the local

historic preservation non-profit organization,

prepared a National Register nomination for

the properry, and it was listed in 1994. Unfor-

tunately, the National Register nomination
played down the significance ofthe landscape

design. This attitude, landscape historian
Charles Birnbaum suggests, is symptomatic

of the "invisibility" of modern landscape archi-

tecture to many involved with the documenta-

tion ofhistoric sites.

In zooo, the City completed its East Pasa-

dena Specific Plan, in preparation for construc-

tion near the new Gold Line light rail service

linking Pasadena with downtown Los Angeles,

which opened in zoo5. (Originally, the MTA

intended to construct a transit station on the

site of the Stuart Company, but then limited
their construction to a parking structure locat-

ed between the building and the zro Freeway.)

One of the commendable goals of the Plan is

the promotion of Transit Oriented Develop-

ment (TOD), and, more specifically, mixed-use

or residential development. The Plan calls for

4oo housing units to be constructed within
the general area that includes the Stuart Com-

pany site, with the proviso that the "preserva-

tion of the most significant portions of the Stu-

r8

left: Lincoln Place Apartments, Venice, photo by Luis G. Hoyos,

AIA; opposite: Lincoln Place Apartments, aerial imagery cour'

tesy of GlobeXplorer.com.

art Company building and its landscape [are]

mandatory." The Plan anticipated that portions

of the Stuart Company might be lost in order

to allow area for new construction. This con-

jecture (and sanction) has been realized with
the demolition of the rear fifty percent of the

original building in zoo5.

A private developer came forward with a

project to develop r88 one- to three-bedroom

and loft units, with parking for 296 vehicles.

Currently under construction are three stories

of housing above a raised parking lot on the

site of the demolished portion of the Stuart

Company. Additionally, two stories of hous-

ing are being constructed around the east

side of the property, framing an existing pool

area. The project, as reflected in approved

documents, is sensitive in its treatment of
the front portions of the buildings. Simi-

larly, the landscape treatment for the planters

and other areas visible from Foothill Boule-

vard appears to be carefully assessed. How-

ever, the new construction bears little relation

to Stone's highly significant architecture in
either its composition or detailing. Also prob-

lematic is the treatment of the pool area.

In the new project, the pool remains, but
the bathhouse and the surrounding land-

scape architecture have been replaced by new

vegetation. A large, molded plywood shade

pavilion-an extremely important sculptural

element of the exterior design-has been

removed and relocated to a city park; unfortu-

nately, the plywood panels have been replaced

with concrete shells. The new landscape

features reflect a southern California Medi-
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terranean landscape tradition rather than a

response to Church's Modern aesthetic.

Property Values and Class Warfare:

Preserving Lincoln Place

The beach community of Venice, California

(distinguished by canals and arcaded buildings

that refer to its Italian ancestor) prides itselfon
being one of the "funkiest towns of America,"

home to "artists and visionaries, musicians,

entertainers, weightlifters, and many others."

The existence of affordable rental housing is

necessary to support these lifestyles. Yet, the

soaring value of coastal real estate has made it
difficult to maintain reasonably priced hous-

ing in Venice. Lincoln Place Aparrments is the

battleground where these competing social and

economic values are playrng out. This postwar

garden apartment complex was originally com-

prised of 795 one- and two-bedroom apartment

units in fifty-two buildings, sited on thirty-
eight landscaped acres ofprime real estate.

The case for the historic significance of
Lincoln Place Aparrments rests on its associa-

tion with the history and aesthetics of postwar

garden apartment development. Lincoln Place

was privately developed with the assistance of
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) Sec-

tion 6o8 Mortgage Insurance. (Section 6o8
was a 1942 addition to Title VI of the National

Housing Act of ry14, intended to increase the

number of rental units for defense workers.)

Funding for this program increased exponen-

tially after the close of World War II, in an

effort to alleviate the critical national housing

shortage. More than 4oo,ooo apartment units

As in earlier episodes, the concept of a landscaped, low-density housing development

was thought to be conducive to the creation of a harmonious community.

were built with Section 6o8 funding, in which

rents were kept low
The FHA published a series ofbrochures

illustrating guidelines for the layout of housing

complexes and individual unit plans. It recom-

mended housing blocks framing landscaped

courtyards and advocated low to medium den-

sity for the entire site, with segregation of
pedestrian and vehicular traffic, and build-
ings designed to convey architectural unity
but avoid monotony. As in earlier episodes,

the concept ofa landscaped, low-density hous-

ing development was thought to be conducive

to the creation of a harmonious community.

At Lincoln Place, such a community was cre-

ated and thrived for more than fifty years. The

project was considered a model of what

could be accomplished within the limitations

imposed by the FHA; later recipients of FHA

mortgage insurance were sent to Lincoln Place

for inspiration.

The current owners (and they have

changed over the last few years) have demol-

ished seven of the original buildings and

evicted all but fifty households of senior and

disabled tenants. An early scheme proposed

to demolish the site and construct 7o8 condo-

miniums and r4,a, affordable units. After pro-

tracted discussions and, more recently, media-

tion sessions, many of the original units (as

many as 45o to 5oo) may be retained; however,

the number of new units has not been settled,

nor has the fate of the evicted tenants. Whatev-

er the ultimate outcome, a thriving community
of middle- to lower-income residents has been

destroyed.

19

The impact of the Lincoln Place issue is

not limited to Venice, Los Angeles, or even

California. Its repercussions have been felt in
our nation's capital. The case has been used

to challenge state and national historical pres-

ervation laws. Attempts to list the property at

a local level-as a Los Angeles Cultural Heri-

tage Monument-failed. The State's Historic

Resources Commission and the Historic Pres-

ervation Officer found the property eligible

for listing on the National Register of Historic

Places (February zoq), but the National Reg-

ister staff, in Washington, D.C., returned the

nomination with a request for additional infor-

mation. Subsequently, the State Commission

has found it eligible twice for the California

Register of Historical Resources. (The first
time, the Commission's vote was challenged

on technical grounds.)

While individual Modern houses may be high-

ly valued, there is still much work to do in
getting Modern commercial, industrial, and

multi-family complexes recognized as wor-

thy of preservation efforts, especially when

increasingly dense urban areas are in search

of developable properties. Both public agen-

cies and private developers need to be educat-

ed-and when that fails, preservationists must

be unafraid to use the legal tools available to

them. o
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The State Historical

Resources Commission

Luis G. Hoyos, AIA

opposite: Salk lnstitute for Biological Studies, La Jolla,

Louis l. Kahn, architect,1959-66. photography by Luis G. H0y0s,

AIA.

The majority of architects are not involved with the practice of historic preservation and are not familiar

with the regulafions that can serve to protect historic architecture and landscapes. However, as

California continues to develop, architects are increasingly likely to be asked to modify or demol-

ish historic properties. Knowledge ofthe historic preservation process can no longer be confined

to a few specialists; it must become a necessary part of every architect's professional experfise.

The State Historical Resources Commission is central to preservation practice in the State.

The Commission forms preservation policy for California and acts as gatekeeper for the listing

of properties to the National Register of Historic Places and the California Register of Historical

Resources. The benefits oflisting, along with the purely honorific, include safeguards under our

environmental laws that would make modification or demolition of the resource more diIficult.

A listed building allows commercial property owners to capture the preservation tax credit, which

has proven to be an effective financial incentive. However, as a listing can slow down or impede

demolition and development, affecting property values and property rights, rulings are often con-

troversial; hence, the Commission's acts are not always perceived to be beneficial by all.

2l

The Commission

The authority of the Commission comes from the National Historic Presewation Act of 1966,

which mandated the formation of the Office of Historic Preservation and the appointment of the

State Historic Preservation Officer. The statutes are embedded in the Public Resources Code. The

form of the modem Commission was shaped in 1984, when the Oflice of Historic Preservation

(OHP), itself founded ir ry75, formed its first Commission. It is composed of nine appointed

individuals who serve four-year terms. Five members must be from professional disciplines:

history prehistoric archaeology, architectural history and architecture. Additional members

cover the areas of folklife and ethnic history and two members are from the public and may be



appointed by the Governor to cover particular

areas ofinterest.

The chair of the Commission runs the

quarterly meetings, in which the Commission

hears nominations to the National Register

of Historic Places and the California Register

of Historical Resources, as well as other land-

mark programs. The chair makes sure the

meetings are procedurally correct, in essence

ensuring that there is fairness in the process.

The commissioners (as a group) cannot have

private discussions, due to state public meet-

ings regulations, and they arrive at the meet-

ing not knowing how their counterparts will
vote. This makes for interesting discussions, as

the chair tries to guide the group through the

thicket of arguments for and against the listing
of the resource. As the Commission is fairly
professionalized, the discussions involving an

archaeological site or a building or landscape

can be quite detailed. Commissioners often
change their mind in the course of delibera-

tions, and split votes are quite common.

Nominations are received by the staff,
which then issue staff reports recommending

listing or denial of listing. Given the size and

population of California, the state does not have

a good track record for the number of nomina-

tions and listings in the registers as compared

to other states. However, the Commission has

been able to list buildings and sites that are

above: Aerial view of Santa Anita Racetrack property; Arcadia

Mall shown at left bottom. (lmage: Google Earth).

reflective of the remarkable diversitv of cul-

tures in our state.

The "easy" nominations usually involve a

local preservation group that prepares a reason-

able nomination that qualifies under one of
the four criteria for listing: associative value to

events (A) or persons (B), design or construc-

tion value (C), and information value (D). In
this manner, we are able to list the vast majority
of the nominations that come into OHP, such

as historic houses, churches, office buildings,
and burial sites.

The buildings and sites that are active

development projects are considerably more

diflicult. In these cases, a finding of eligibility
inevitably slows down a project, as additional

oversight is necessary but it does not by itself
prohibit the demolition of a building or site.

Sometimes developers actually use the
Commission to try to stop competing develop-

ments. A case in point is the Santa Anita Race-

track (r934 and thereafter, by Gordon Kaufman

and others), which had been a WWII |apanese
internment camp. The developer of a retail
complex on a neighboring site wrote a nomi-
nation for the racetrack, essentially to block
a larger retail complex from building on it.
The Commission heard the nomination and

voted to list the racetrack over the owner's
objections, recognizing the need to understand

aspects of our past that illuminate the history

22

of the minority groups that make up signifi-
cant portions of our population. Such actions

are, however, in some sense an abuse of an

otherwise honorable process.

Another significant and problematic case

is the Salk Institute for Biological Studies

(1959-66) by Louis I. Kahn, inarguably one

of the most important California buildings
of the twentieth century. The Salk was in the

process of expanding, having already built a

very controversial addition (the East Building)

by Anshen and Allen in 1995. The neighbor-

hood community raised issues about the limits
of the new development, largely focusing on

views and traffic. The Commission, however,

was concerned about the preservation of the

setLing of this architectural monument.

All parties agreed the Salk should be

listed. The controversy was over the precise

boundaries of the resource, as the Salk insist-

ed that an earlier proposed boundary of roo
feet around the major laboratory building was

enough to safeguard the integrity of the site.

The Commission was split over whether to
go along with this, propose a larger adjusted

boundary or simply require the full property

line as the resource boundary.

After several unsuccessful motions pro-

posing alternative boundaries failed, the Com-

mission voted to hear the matter at a later
date and ultimately voted for the full bound-
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above left: Santa Anita Race Track, Arcadia,1934. photography by Luis G. Hoyos, AlA.

above right: Paseo de los Pobladores. County of Los Angeles Mall. Cornell Bridges and Tr0ller, Landscape Architects, 1966.

photography by Luis G. Hoyos, AlA.

ary against the owner's wishes. The vote was

understandable, given the instirution's track
record and the outpouring of support from
major institutions and practitioners world-

wide. The Commission determined that prop-

erties as important as the Salk need to be pro-

tected, period.

Ihe Commission's Committees

The Commission can influence preservation

policy in other ways than the listing of prop-

erties. One avenue is the formation of com-

mittees that are tasked with specific work in
the areas that the Commission and the State

Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) think are

important. The committees are composed of
historians, academics, governmental officials,

and preservation consultants who volunteer
their time.

The Commission has seven active com-

mittees. For example, we have a legislative
issues committee to track what's going on in
the Assembly and Senate, especially in these

times of increased attacks on preservation by

so-called property rights groups. Beyond that,

the chair has the freedom to select a particular

topic or area of interest and appoint a com-

mittee to study it, which can be quite useful
in advancing the cause of preservation. Two

of the recent committees are the Committee

on the Resources of the Modern Age, formed

by the prior chairperson, Dr. Lauren Weiss

Bricker (see "Preserving the Monuments of
our Modern Past," this issue of arcCA), and

the Cultural Landscapes Committee, formed
by the author.

As the Commission contributes to and

edits the Statewide Historic Preservation Plan,

California's policy blueprint, these commit-

] tees can draw attention to particular resources,

increasing their visibility and awareness on

the part of the public. The most recent plan

contains new sections on Cultural Landscapes,

Heritage Tourism, and, importantly, a section

on the Recent Past. This last section highlights
the architectural contributions of the post-war

period, in which California is unmatched in
terms of number and quality of resources.

The Commission also serves as an infor-
mation clearinghouse, connecting preservation

organizations statewide and nationwide. Acute

budgetary constraints limit the range of activi-

ties and programs OHP can run; the Commis-

sion and its committees get around the budget-

ary constraints by partnering with institutions
such as the Califomia Preservation Foundation

and the Western Office of the National Trust

for Historic Preservation, as well as universi-

ties and municipalities.

The 0utlook

The reality in California is quite grim. The 
I

forces of development and greed, property

values, and property rights continue to gain

strength, and even progressive plans by pre-

sumably enlightened developers can pose sig-

nificant threats to preservation.

A currently unfolding case is the Grand

Avenue Plan on Bunker Hill in Los Angeles.

The ambitious plan proposes to reimagine
Grand Avenue as a cultural and entertainment

boulevard by building a number of structures,

including a high-rise by Frank Gehry. While
we can all applaud the choice of designer, pres-

ervationists have cause for concem regarding a

little-discussed part of the plan that would tear

down the County Courthouse (1958) and pos-

sibly the County Hall of Administration (196o)

both by Associated Architects-Stanton Stock-

well; Paul Williams; Adrian Wilson; and Aus-

tin Field and Fry-and re-design the central

mall space (officially known as the Paseo de

los Pobladores, r966), by the landscape firm of
Cornell, Bridges and Tioller.

In order to properly shape this and other

projects, continued education about the value

of history and the practice of preservation,

both in our schools and in the architecture
profession, is as vital as the vigilance of the

Commission. o
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P(e)re e(ve)ruing - Modernism

belorv: San Francisco State University Student Union,

photography by Julius Shulman

opposite: San Francisco State University Student Union, today,

photography by Jung Moo Lee

Eric R. Keune, AIA

Paffard Keatinge-Clay's ambitious but numerically modest architectural output is located primar-

ily in the Bay Area, an ostensibly liberal, intellectual microdimate that has never been able to

bring itself to embrace Modern architecture with the gusto of our neighbors in the southern por-

tion of the state. The buildings were constructed mostly between the early r96os and mid-r97os.

Unsurprisingly, they have sufffered a broad, if predictable, spectrum of neglect. What is surpris-

ing is how many of these works have persevered relatively intact over the approximately forty
years since their making.

Having spent the last several years researching his work and visiting the buildings that still

exist, I can offer a brief study of a cross section of preservation strategies, almost all accidental,

across a realm which is both geographically and temporally finite. What is it about these works

that merits presewation, and what has allowed them to survive (or not) to the present?

PKC

Practicing architecture in San Francisco from 196o until ry75, Paffard Keatinge-Clay left behind

a legacy of architectural work in the Bay Area-some realized, others for which only paper docu-

mentation exists. The buildings are indices of a career marked in equal measure by synthesis and

ambition and characterized by a series of apprenticeships with major architectural figures active

between late r94o and early 196o: Le Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright, and Skidmore, Owings &
Merrill. Keatinge-Clay also shared an association with a host of other notable designers, indud-

ing Myron Goldsmith, Mies van der Rohe, Sigfried Gidieon, Richard Neutra, Charles and Ray

Eames, Emo Goldfinger, and Rafael Soriano.

Born near Stonehenge in England, Keatinge-Clay grew up in the town of Teffont. He

received his education from the Architectural Association in London, dual maloring in Architec-

ture and Structural Engineering. His professional career began in Goldfinger's London o{Ece,
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while he was still a student.

Keatinge-Clay worked for approximately

one year in the studio of famed French archi-

tect Le Corbusier at 7 Rue de Sewes in Paris in
1948. While there, his work focused primarily
on the Unite d'Habitation in Marseilles and

on the plan for the town of Saint Die. After
graduating, Keatinge-Clay Ieft Europe, traveled

across America, and apprenticed for a year at

Frank Lloyd Wright's Taliesin studios in both

Wisconsin and Arizona.

In the early r95os, Keatinge-Clay moved

to Chicago, where he worked at the Chicago

offices of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill on the

Inland Steel and Harris Bank and Trust Build-

ings with Bruce Graham and Walter Netsch.

He later transferred to the San Francisco office
of SOM, where he executed the Great Western

Savings and Loan Building in Gardena, Cali-

fornia. It was from here, in 196r, that he left
the firm and began his own office.

During the fourteen-year period from
196r to 1975, Keatinge-Clay produced several

buildings, many of which remain today. The

most well-known and documented of these
projects is a large-scale addition to the San

Francisco Art Institute. Finally, in what would
turn out to be both the most ambitious and
professionally tumultuous project of his career,

above: Great Western Savings and Loan, photography by tric R. Keune

he was selected to design the Student Union
building at San Francisco State University.
Difficulties, both technical and legal, resulted

in his eventual departure from the U.S. to

Canada, followed by an exodus through North
Africa sometime in the late r97os and early

r98os. He lives today in Malaga, Spain, and
practices as a sculptor.

Works/Strategies

Ihe following buildings still exist today, and most can

be visited at will. What follows are s0me thoughts

about the nature of what changes have taken place

and what they mean to the intellectual intent of the

built work.

Great Western Sdvings and Loan - Sympathetic Program/

Apathetic Stewardship

The Great Western Savings and Loan was

intended as a prototype branch bank, which
would be rolled out across the state (and later the

country) as this local bank expanded through-

out the '6os and '7os. The prototfpe was, how-

ever, prohibitively expensive, by virtue of its
ambitious structural tectonics, which neces-

sitated a continuous, seventy-two-hour pour
of concrete to produce the signature roof. The

building's carefully executed, exposed archi-

tectural concrete has been painted throughout

the exterior. The interior concrete of the roof
remains exposed as intended, but the floor
plan has been radically revised to include the

ballistic resistant glazing assemblies charac-

teristic of most branch banks in underserved,

urban environments.

With minor exceptions, including the
infilling of the drive-through teller windows
and the addition of a supplemental vault, the

buildingparti and massing remain legible. The

painting of the exterior surfaces is a theme that

will be regrettably repeated.

N0rthridge Medical Arts Building - Erasure of ldentity -

Palimpsest of Presence

The Northridge Medical Arts Building was

(technically, still is) a small medical office
building adjacent to the Northridge campus

of California State University and coinciden-

tally located a few feet from the epicenter of
the 1994 Northridge earthquake. )ulius Shul-

man documented the building photographi-
cally in 1964.

At an unknown point in the last five to ten

years, perhaps following the earthquake, the

building was completely stripped of its charac-

teristic faEades, the floor plates were extended

out into the area of the brise soleil, and the
whole building was reclad.
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The building is virtually unidentifiable l

today, Keatinge-Clay's authorship verifiable L

only by the Corbusian handrails in the egress I

stairs and the steeply angled elevator machine 
I

room on the roof. Presumably, demolition of 
I

the signature elements of the building's archi- |

tecrure were too difficult and/or structurally i

impossible; thus one might imagine the por- 
|

sibility ofthe canopy and a cast in-place egress i

graphic lurking somewhere within a peach

stucco-clad confection. 
I

I

Tana pais Pav,lion - 0ofuscat'on by Accretion 
I

This small, beton brut, Miesian structure was 
I

the architect's own house and a showcar. fo, I

post-tensioned concrete engineering. e serles 
1

of subsequent owners has inllicted almost every

indignity to the structure that can be imagined I

without demolishing it, and yet the clarity of 
I

the original idea can still be heard, if only in a 
I

whisper. The potential exists for the building 
I

to be returned to a state more in keeping with 
I

the ideas underpinning its conception, but the 
I

contemporary economics of real estate in Mill 
I

Valley argue strongly against modest houses, 
I

no matter how dramatically sited.

San Francisco Art lnstitute - Considered lntervention

This building, which put Keatinge-Clay on

above left: Ender, photography by Eric R. Keune

middle: Tamalpais Pavilion (before) photography by Paffard Keatinge'Cla

above right: Tamalpais Pavilion (after), photography by Eric R. Keune

the map, underwent extensive new master
planning, a series of code compliance renova-

tions, and modest additions within and around

Keatinge-Clay's addition in the early r99os.

The vast majority of these operations occur

within the loft-like environment of the stu-

dio box. As such, the flexibility of the build-

ing architecture accommodates these changes

without great difficulty. The overall building
remains much as it was the day it opened in
r97t, a bright and vibrant location in the city.

The most problematic addition is a computer

lab in the space beneath the auditorium can-

tilever, which changes significantly the spatial

understanding of the terrace level, while at

the same time infilling clerestory glazing that

admitted light into the painting studios below.

French Medrcal Center - Erosion

A three building master plan between 5th and

6m Avenues at Geary Street in San Francisco

resulted in two completed buildings: one, the

descendant of Corbusian housing typologies,

the other a descendant of a Miesian office
building. Both were rendered in exposed con-

crete. Like the Great Western Savings and

Loan, these buildings have been painted and

had their windows tinted. The residential
building is pending an imminent renovation.

Camino Alto Medical Center - Stasis by apathy

Ender Medical Building - Stasis by obscurity

Both of these buildings are modest ofhce proj-

ects that are contemporaries of the Northridge

building. Unlike Northridge, however, they

remain virtually unchanged, due in large mea-

sure to the anonymity of both their location

and the reticence of their architectural lan-

guage. While the condition of these two build-
ings is notable for its purity, their architech.rral

humility speaks only softly of the pedigree of
their author.

San Francisco State University Student Union

- Missed 0pportunities

SFSU recently completed a significant third
floor addition to Keatinge-Clay's final building

at the center of the campus. The authors of the

addition were careful to graft an identifiable,
architecturally "distinct" intervention to the

rooftop level; the addition, however, seems to

be characterized by a vocabulary whose inflec-

tion and timbre speak more to a high school in
Diamond Bar than to a unique work of Ameri
can architecture synthesizing a Wrightian plan

with Corbusian elevations. A new plaza on the

quadrangle side provides an organized, if mod-

est, place for public gathering. o
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The Technical Challenges
of Preserving Modern Buildings

Andrew Wolfram, AIA

The very qudities that make the best Modern buildings and landscapes worth preserving are also

those that make the process challenging and the outcome sometimes less than satisfactory. Tie-

mendous transparency, a minimalist approach to detailing, experimental technologies, and pro-

gram-driven design define some of the best modern architecture, but these concepts are often the

ones most aflected by changing use, concerns about security and access, new technologies, code

requirements, and social patterns. While the Modern period indudes a very diverse body of work
by those practicing in many regions and over a long span of time, an understanding of these iden-

tifiable themes must be integrated into the restoration, rehabilitation, or adaptive reuse of almost

any Modern building. A closer look at the fate of two significant and innovative buildings from the

mid-r95os highlights these specific challenges and illustrates varying approaches by architects and

owners in dealing with the legacy of important Modern buildings.

Blurring the boundaries between inside and outside through transparency, the use ofexten-
sive glazing, and carrying similar materials and details from the inside to the outside were seen by

architects such as Mies van der Rohe and Paul Rudolph as ways to design for a modern lifestyle

that embraced informality, a greater connection to the outdoors, and a more democratic approach

to institutional buildings. Solid and imposing masonry edifices no longer conveyed the appropriate

message for civic buildings, which instead were designed to be open and transparent. Maintaining
this transparency and openness in a society obsessed with security and worried about energy costs

is not easily solved without a real commitment to a preservation ethic and an appreciation for the

design intent.

Crown Hall

Mies van der Rohe's Crown Hall in Chicago, completed in 1956 to serve as the IIT School of Archi
tecture, is one of the iconic buildings of the Modern Movement. A large, long-span, glazed pavil-
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opposite: Mies van der Rohe, Crown Hall, llT, Chicago.

Photo by Todd Eberle.
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ion hovering over the ground plane, its structural elements are its main

defining features. Over the years, its appearance and condition have

suffered due to poor maintenance, as well as Mies's use of many experi-

mental technologies-he pushed the envelope of tolerances in order

to achieve the greatest effect from the fewest, smallest, and thinnest
members. When IIT, with preservation architects Gunny Harboe and

architects Krueck and Sexton, undertook a comprehensive restoration of
the building in zoo5, the rehabilitation of many architectural elements,

which in any other building would not seem so important, required

intense and careful scrutiny. Mies had used r/4" glass for the building's
enorrnous windows, many of which had broken over the years, and the

remaining panes moved in the wind. Current codes require much thick-

er panes, but the thicker the glass, the greener the color becomes. The

lower panes were originally designed by Mies to be sandblasted annealed

glass, but safety glass is now required, and it's not typically possible to

sandblast tempered glass; and laminated or etched glass has a differ-

ent appearance in sunlight. Neverthless, by working closely with glass

manufacturers, the architects obtained sufficiently non-green clear glass

and sandblasted tempered glass to maintain Mies's original vision. Had

the owner desired a less expensive and more rapid solution, the effect of
using a different type of glazing would have severely altered the feeling

inside the building and compromised its appearance from the outside.

Minimalist detailing, characteristic of much Modern architecture,

is taken to the extreme in Mies's design of Crown Hall. Even a small

change can have a big impact when the details are so spare, crisp, and

controlled, and the sense of proportion so important. Architects design-

ing a rehabilitation or adaptive reuse of a Modern building need to

evaluate and understand the original intent ofeach detail, so they don't

inadvertently make changes that can completely alter a composition.

One of the impacts of modifying the type of glass at Crown Hall was that

the original stop design was no longer adequate to hold the thicker and

heavier panes. So, while a thicker stop was accepted as inevitable, off-the-

shelf components have an angled top, which was seen as incongruous in
Mies's right-angled composition. In the end, an expensive custom stop

was designed that closely resembled Mies's original and could support

the new, thicker glass.

Many modern architects used innovative and experimental tech-

nologies in order to realize their design intent and to give the appearance

of lightness and thinness. Innovative mechanical solutions were often

incorporated into the building systems, including sophisticated methods

of natural ventilation. Often the understanding of how these systems

operate is lost over time, and they are not maintained. Mies incorporated

operable vents into the top and bottom of the window system to allow

cool air to flow in and hot air to flow out. Clogged by rust from the un-

maintained steel structural system and by ivy growing on the outside,

the vents had not worked for many years, leading many to believe that

Mies had designed a completely sealed box requiring constant air condi
tioning. The restoration has allowed these vents to once again operate in
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their original manner. Understanding how and why the architect used certain technologies is criti-

cal to being able to rehabilitate such features.

Riverview High School

Completed in 1958, shortly after Crown Hall, Paul Rudolph's Riverview High School in Sarasota,

Florida, was also designed to open up to the landscape. In Rudolph's composition, two-story class-

room blocks and separate gymnasium, auditorium, and administrative buildings are gathered

around an open courtyard. The buildings' steel and glass skeletons allow for extensive views to the

I surrounding pine forests, and the pavilion-like quality of the campus provides ample opporLuni

i ties to enjoy the outdoors. Carefirlly located floating concrete sunshades dominate the fagade and

exterior walkways, in order to protect glazed surfaces from direct sun, and were designed in con-

iunction with a complex natural ventilation system. Blaming concems about security and the poor

I physical and environmental condition of the buildings, the School Board has recently decided that

they will demolish and replace this outstanding work of architecture.

Rudolph's'desire for a campus of buildings that are open and connected to the outdoors is

at odds with the school's desire to control security and access. The natural ventilation system was

never well understood and was replaced with a poorly functioning air conditioning system. When

many of the concrete sunshades exhibited deterioration due to the thin and experimental quality

of the concrete, the school decided to remove them, thereby overtaxing the building's mechanical

systems and obliterating Rudolph's concept for climate and solar control. Finally, Rudolph's' very

specific design for each ofthe program elements does not allow for easy adaptation without a great

deal of creative thinking.

Unfortunately, the School Board has chosen to reject the Rudolph design and has not even

attempted to solve these problems, many of which are of their own making. A more creative

and sensitive approach would be to search for creative solutions to address each ofthe technical

and program issues and figure out a way to rehabilitate the school and also restore the elements,

which worked well in its original configuration, while designing new elements to solve the current

programmatic problems.

The Challenge of the lntegrated Whole

One of the most difficult aspects of rehabilitating a Modern building is that often the architect's

original concept is a highly detailed composition that serves a very specific purpose. Each element

contributes to the aesthetic whole and functions together. But as building programs and technolo-

gies change, adapting parts ofthis total unity can greatly affect the character ofthe design. Either

the new program needs to compromise in order to accept the over-arching significance of the

original design concept, or some change that may obscure or modify the original design intent is

inevitable. Being respectfirl of the innovative and experimental quality of the original design will
typically lead to the best and most creative solution.

The restoration of Crown Hall and the decision to demolish the Riverview School are oppo-

site approaches to addressing the technical difficulties of preserving significant Modern buildings.

At Crown Hall, IIT took an almost museum-like approach to the restoration, understanding that

each individual element contributed to the complete design, and that no item was too small to

warrant careful study and understanding of Mies's original thinking. At the Riverview School,

the School Board decided that it would be easier to start from scratch with what will likely be

a conventional and unmemorable replacement building than to try creatively to address the pro-

grammatic and technical challenges of rehabilitating a significant Modern building and updating

it for today's needs. o
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Wher s

Wu ster?

opposite: View from Grau residence to Grau Pond, 2006,

photography by Paul Welchsmeyer

Three Buildings in Niles, California, 1940 - 1944

Paul Welchsmeyer, AIA

No kidding! His work can be as elusive as Waldo: To preserve it, you have to find it. For fifteen

years, I drove by this building, always wondering, aware of rumors that there may be others-but
with no proof.

This historic mystery hadn't crossed my mind for some time, but when the City of Fremont

(of which the Town of Niles is a part) became interested in demolishing the building, I felt it was

time to know.

First, a comment about preservation-or do I mean conservation) Preservation implies
financial assistance from sources other than the property owner (i.e. the public), to preserve

a building and its use the "way it was"-even when the original use of the building no longer

relates to present day needs. Preservation projects are few, but there are a lot ofbuildings ready

for a second life, so we create new uses for them while retaining the shell: adaptive reuse, or
"conservation." Considering the works of Wurster, the architect may have preferred conservation
to preservation, himself.

It is best, we think, to know our grandparents before we bury them: who they were, their
beliefs, passions, accomplishments, and loves. But what if it is not one's time to be buried)
And what if no one remembers who you werel With "historic" architecture, such forgetfulness
rarely occurs. But when it comes to Modernism, beware. Inflammatory words are muttered every

day: "It's not Victorian; it's not Spanish; I do not like iU I think it's ugly; how can it be historicl"
Well, it's Modem.

The Hunt

If this mystery building had any local historic value, the city didn't want to hear about it. But for
my part, a simple visit to the Cal Berkeley Environmental Design Archives was all it took. The

assistant curator said the research would be easy, since the cataloging of the Wurster, Bernardi
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& Emmons (WBE) collections was recently
completed.

"What's the name of the townl"
"Niles."

"Let's see what's in the database."

Bingo!

r. Dr. Eugene Grau Residence, r94r

z. Dr. Eugene Grau, Medical OfIice, r94r

3. Schuckl Plant No. r, rg44

I had all the information needed to prove,

to whomever was interested, that there were,

in fact, three(!) Wurster buildings in Niles-
one of which the city wanted to demolish: the

Dr. Grau Medical Office Building.

Would Anyone Listen?

Knowing that cities sometimes seem like
machines of unaccountable madness, I called

a city council member to discuss the "find"
over a cup of coffee-hoping a little nern{ound

history and pride could have a positive effect

on stopping the demolition plans. Not surpris-

ingly, the council member had never heard of
William Wurster, but when I mentioned Sar.sat

magazine and California outdoor living . . . the

left: View of Grau Pond, circa 1950. Courtesy of Environmental Design Archives, UC Berkeley

right: Dr Grau Medical office Building, l94l

door opened: a grand smile appeared. Connec-

tions were made with the Cal Berkeley College

of Environmental Design, the dean at MIT.

Wurster's achievements were discussed, and

the council member was enlightened.

Now the need to demolish this Wurster
building was related to plans for a new fire sta-

tion. The perplexing part was the selected site.

Niles has at least five empty lots large enough

to accommodate the new neighborhood fire
station, and these other sites were actually bet-

ter situated to serve the community.

The public design meetings on the new

Niles fire station were well attended: three to
four meetings over a few months, with approx-

imately sixty attendees at each session. Yet,

although the community requested repeatedly

that the fire and planning departments look at

the other empty lots in town, the same proiect

would appear at the next meeting, on the same

lot, with no additional research, and no good

reason. What was going onl
It all became clear to me during the coun-

cil meeting in which the city staff presented

the site selection and their community out-

reach process. After the public input was over,

during the council's deliberation, I joined
members of the fire department at the back of
the council chamber.

"Why are you so hell-bent to build where

no one wants you to, and destroy this build-
ing?" 1 asked. Silence. Then, a sincere gaze-
and a whispered answer: "lt is not us!" An
inconspicuous gesture toward the city council

said everything.

So, whom do you trust, whom can you

talk to? Thank goodness for CEQA.

Remember... lt's Modern!

To be clear, all of the debate around the new

fire station did not focus on the Wurster build-
ing. Remember, it's Modern, and many within
the community were stupefied that it could be

considered historic. But after the city publicly
had become aware that it had potential historic

significance, CEQA required an evaluation.

Three months later, San Francisco architect-

ural historians Page and Turnbull, Inc. deliv-

ered their findings.
It was red-hot historic, and in addition to
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confirming the significance of William Wurster,

the report also brought to light the role of
his client. Dr. Grau (r9or-r97r) was not only
a prominent leader in the Niles communi-
ty, but also a company doctor for the Pacific

States Steel Mill, and a member of the Uni-
versity of California Art Council, the Stanford

Alumni Association, and the Alameda-Contra

Costa County Medical Society. His office build-

ing was basically a one-man hospital, as it
was the only medical facility between Oakland

and San Jose, and could be considered the pre-

decessor to the Washington Hospital system

in Fremont.

His wife, Ethel (r9o5-r988), was the daugh-

ter of Manuel Valencia (r856-1915), a tonalist
landscape painter from San Francisco. Her
uncle was General Gabriel Valencia, the admin-

istrator at the San Francisco Presidio. Ethel

studied art at the Califomia School of Fine Arts
and the Califomia College of Arts and Crafts,

became known for her watercolors, and exhib-

ited her work at the Oakland Museum, the San

Francisco Art Association, and the De Young

Museum. The city council changed its story.

What's lt Worth?

What had happened? Who now suffers and

who gains) Has something been preserved,

conserved, or worse) And does the general

public actually carel

In this case, what would it mean to the

property owner when his building was identified

as "historic"? The city walked-who else wouldl
At the onset ofthis discovery and acutely

aware of the pifalls of owning a historic struc-

ture, I took the time to get to know the build-
ing's owner. I explained the history. I didn't get

much of a reaction. He wondered what all the

fuss was about and acrually didn't know any

more than anyone else had. He wouldn t mind
selling it to the City, he admitted, at a fair mar-

ket price!

Then one day he called me. "Paul, I've
been on the Internet for the past three hours-
it's amazing," he gushed. "lt didn't sink in
when you told me, but I can't believe it-l
just can't believe it! I know who this guy was.

I remember . . . all that outdoor living stuff. I

own a Redwood Bob building, I actually own a

Redwood Bob!"

Well, "Redwood Bill," actually. But pride

comes in many forms. And that is worth pre-

serving. o

Editor's note: the full zoo5 Historic Resource Evoluation

of the Oficn of Dr. Grau, by Poge qTumbull, lnc., is

availoble at www.fremont.gov; tfpe "Grau Historical

Resource Evalution" in the search box.
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P rese rv in g

Schindle r

Judith Sheine

There are special problems in preserving the modernist architecture of R.M. Schindler (1887-

1953), who worked outside the conventions of flat-roofed white boxes. Schindler was born and

educated in Vienna, where he was taught by Otto Wagner and Adolf Loos. The young architect
went to Chicago in r9r4, began working for Frank Lloyd Wright in r9r8, and came to Southern
California in Wright's employ in r9zo, to supervise construction of Aline Barnsdall's Hollyhock
House. Schindler quickly established both his practice and his own style of architecture in South-

ern California with his house on Kings Road, built in t922, a house identified by architectural
historian Kathryn Smith as the first modern house. He called his style "Space Architecture"; it
was characterized by very individualized designs, closely tied to their sites, that blurred the
distinction between interior and exterior spaces and brought natural light into complex inte-
riors through a manipulation of the section and experimental roof forms. Schindler himself
sharply contrasted his work with that oflnternational Style practitioners such as Richard Neutra.

Although his early buildings-particularly his concrete experiments-were widely published, as

his work diverged from the Modernist norm, Schindler was marginalized by critics and increas-
ingly ignored by the press.

So, how does this history impact the preservation of Schindler's work? When an architect's
reputation suffers, his built works are less likely to be valued, maintained, and preserved. Los

Angeles should be one of the best places in the U.S. for the preservation of Modernism; its
benign climate, history of tolerance of different styles of architecture, and legacy of Modern
houses make it Modernism's natural home. Yet even here most homeowners prefer traditional
styles, and, while Modern residential architecture finally seems to be acquiring mass appeal, and

Schindler's recently improved reputation (in the last two decades his work has been the subject

of numerous publications and a retrospective organized by MoCA) has increased the value of his
work, most of his houses are small, eccentric, and designed very specifically for their original cli
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opposite: Hiler House and Studio, Los Angeles, 1941,

photo by Judith Sheine



left: Rodakiewicz House, Beverly Hills,1937; right: Goodwin House, Studio City,1940-1941; photos by Judith Sheine

ents, making them appeal to a smaller market.

Perhaps the best-known, recently demol-

ished Schindler project is the Wolfe House

(r928) on Catalina Island, which was torn
down in zoor. One attempt to purchase and

demolish the building had been thwarted by

the intervention of Society of Architectural
Historians members who threatened to sue,

but the new owner was issued a demolition
permit by the city of Catalina, and the house

was gone before anybody in a position to stop

it could notice. But the problem ofpreserving
the Wolfe House existed long before rising
real estate values made the land more valu-

able than the house, an increasingly common

problem in California. For decades, the owner

of the Wolfe House had neglected to maintain
it; it had looked like a ruin long before its
demolition. It wasn't clear if the house could

be restored in any way that did not involve a

near-complete rebuilding.

And neglect is not the only way to doom

a house; excessive remodeling, often thought
by current owners to "improve" the property,

can alter the original nearly beyond recogni-

tion and practicable restoration, as has been

the case with the Rodakiewicz House (Los

Angeles, ry37). Even lesser alterations can be

problematic; the second owner of the Skolnik

House (Los Angeles, ry5o-52) ripped out or

painted over built-in furniture critical to the

spatial scheme and added new glazed open-

ings, making restoration challenging for the

current owners.

Schindler continually experimented with
forms, materials, and construction methods,

and nearly always acted as his own contractor,

allowing him to build his modern houses more

cheaply than other architects could, which
helped to keep his modest practice going

continually through the Depression. How-
ever, inexpensive construction makes regular

maintenance more critical, and Schindler's
complex sections and roof forms led to the

opportunity for multiple leaks. Some experi-

mental materials either failed or performed

in less than satisfactory ways. The Insulite (a

material made from cane) panels used on the

exterior of a cabin in Wrightwood (1924) that

Schindler designed for the Lovells (the own-

ers of his far better known house in Newport

Beach, 19z6), took on water and disintegrated

in heavy rains. Similarly, the excessive lime
content in the sand used in the concrete of
the Pueblo Ribera Court in La )olla (1924)

caused the walls to erode and leak. The archi-

tect experimented with translucent corrugated

fiberglass in the late r94os; he had the roof
panels at the Tischler house (Los Angeles,

r949-So) dyed a dark custom shade ofblue in
an attempt to prevent too much heat build-up,
but even after the trees had grown to shade the

house, Adolph Tischler had to cover half the

translucent surfaces with plywood to make the

house livable.

What is the best way to deal with these

problems? How much can be changed without
ruining the aesthetic intentl In the case ofthe
Tischler House, Schindler's goal ofcreating "a
feeling of color throughout the atmosphere"

continues to be realized; the house is still suf-

fused with blue light. But even good intentions
can go awry. I designed Schindler-like built-in
plywood furniture for the Rodriguez House

(Glendale, ry4o-42), following some rough
Schindler sketches, that I now think simply
confuse Schindler with Sheine. In the case of
recent reproductions of Schindler's folding
chairs designed for the Gordon House (Los

Angeles, r95o), an attempt to strengthen them

by increasing the thickness of the half-inch
plyrrood changed the proportions too much,

making the furniture look healy. Details mat-

ter, even when those details lead to mainte-
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nance headaches. Thickening the profile of
Schindler's very thin, late roofs (constructed

of rolled roofing laid over two inch wood deck-

ing), even to reduce leaks or add insulation,
has to be considered very carefully.

Schindler was very interested in color and

employed a series of natural palettes, using
colors he felt were appropriate to the site and

setting. He did not favor primary colors or
pastels, noting that in nature bright colors were

reserved for short-lived phenomena such as

flowers and rainbows. Instead, he used a vari-

ety of colors, including ochres and yellowish
greens, pinkish browns, deep reddish purples,

and intense blue-greens, seldom favored by

other Modern architects. Many owners and

even serious architects find it hard to accept

that Schindler really used these colors or did
so by choice (they speculate that the colors

must have been forced on him by the original
clients). They frequently substitute white or
their own color preferences, even when faced

with the evidence of Schindler's original inten-

tions in colors found after scraping off layers

of paint. The recent restoration of the Wolff
House (Los Angeles, 1938), displaying a yellow

ochre and a deep pink, may shock some observ-

ers, but in the unique sunlight of Southern

eft: Harris house, Los Angeles,1942; right: Skolnik House, Los Angeles, 1950-1953; photos by Judith Sheine

California the colors demonstrate Schindler's

vision of the house fitting into its setting.

Similarly, Schindler did not paint his ply-

wood built-in furniture and wall panels; he

stained them, allowing their natural grain to

show through. Many of the suwiving surfac-

es have been heavily painted over, and strip-

ping the paint and restaining is a laborious
and expensive process. Nevertheless, the cur-

rent owner of the Bubeshko Apartments (Los

Angeles, ry38, ry4r1, who bought the prop-

erty from the original owner, spent the time
and money to strip the plywood on the exten-

sive built-ins, allowing the stained plywood

volumes to contrast with the painted plaster

surfaces, revealing the richness of Schindler's

original spatial intentions.

For architecture, context is critical, and
parricularly for the architecture ofSchindler, in
which siting, views, and natural light were inte-

gral to the building's design and conception.

At Schindler's own house and studio on Kings

Road, the context has changed radically. Irving
Gill's seminal Dodge House (1914-16), on the

other side ofthe street, was torn down in r97o,
and few single-family houses remain. While a

four-story apartment building to the north of
the Schindler House has long towered over the

one-story structure with its lightweight rooftop

sleeping baskets, at least it does not block the

sunlight for the house and its outdoor spaces.

The apartments currently under construction
to the south, replacing a r92os single-family
house, will block much of the light to the prop-

erty, particularly in the winter, significantly
altering one of the most distinctive features of
the house: an extensive use of different types

of glazing, including clerestory windows, that

have allowed light from four directions into
all four studio spaces. While Schindler, one

of the most experimental Modern architects

of his time, who reinvented his own architec-

ture again and again during his career, clearly

embraced change, it is hard not to believe that

he would have been displeased by this develop-

ment. Had the new building responded more

sensitively to Schindler's design principles,
perhaps a more sympathetic design would
have resulted. The presence of the Schindler

House, if only for its open space, represents

a significant asset to the developer next door.

Wouldn't it be fair if the special qualities of the

house Schindler created could be valued in the

same way? o
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Models for Contemporary Housing

opposite: R. M. Schindler, Pueblo Ribera Courts, plan, courtesy

of Architecture and Design Collection, University Art Museum,

UC Santa Barbara.

Paul Adamson, AIA

The recent Modernist revival has reached popular consciousness. Television ads regularly feature
Modern homes as backdrops for companies pitching new cars, pain pills, and phone services.
The mid-century style has even made inroads into commercial developer housing. Is this merely
a marketing trend, playing on the nostalgia of late baby-boomers, or is there something more
essential at work here? Developers have typically sought to make their product attractive by
employing vernacular elements to foster associations with familiar notions of home. Vernacular
elements may be purely appliqu6, such as face brick and half-timber, or formal elements, such as

porches and dormers. Mid-century design has a vernacular of its own, although given the rela-
tively minimal vocabulary of Modernism, its identifiable elements tend to be formal rather than
purely decorative; broad expanses ofglass and deep overhanging eaves are the product ofindoor-
outdoor planning, essential responses to lifestyle and climate. Popular shelter magazines have
proselytized this theme, echoing the philosophy of mid-century Modernist designers who argued
that style is not the issue: The design, they claimed, serves to support the functional activities of
the occupants, and expression is the byproduct ofrational problem solving.

Exemplary recent developments in such hotbeds of Modern revival as Palm Springs offer
convincing evidence that these concepts are appreciated and, indeed, popularly embraced. That
these concepts have been adopted in sizable developments-the fuly zoo5 Architectural Record

features two Palm Springs tracts of forty-eight units each and a forty-six-unit development in
Phoenix-demonstrate that recent Modernist prof ects have broached not only the issues of style
and form, but planning principles as well. The apparent commercial success of these projects
suggests they may well become models for future housing developments at a time when popula-
tion growth and land values are booming, particularly in the West. What's more, the architects
for these housing projects-Will Bruder in Phoenix and the L.A.-based DesignARC for the palm

Springs proiects-subscribe to specific mid-century design models. This suggests not only that
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Modernist design sells, but, more importantly,

that its fundamentals remain viable. As newer

projects are commissioned for much needed,

moderately-priced housing on diminishing and

increasingly precious land stock, design prec'

edents that suit the climate and lifestyle of the

West are increasingly valuable resources for

designers.

The models cited in the published
examples above are from the familiar canon

of California Modernists: Rudolph Schindler,

co-founder, with Richard Neutra, of Califor-

nia's European-inspired Modernist vernacu-

lar, and A. Quincy fones, the long'time USC

Dean, an inheritor of the style and long-time

Eichler architect. The specific Palm Springs

design precedents are not as predictable. The

Schindler-inspired development, 48@Baristo,
drew from the beautiful but somewhat obscure

Pueblo Ribera project, a vacation complex in a

state of decay since its construction in the mid-

twenties near the coast in La Jolla.

Schindler, long considered second best to

the more famous Neutra, has more recently

received his due through a number of scholarly

efforts, including the ry97 William Stout re-

print of David Gebhard's r98o book, Schindler,

which had been available for years only as

a brittle paperback. Neutra and Schindler's

work was rooted in the fundamental tenets

of European Modernism: economy of means,

attention to health, and the ambitious use of
modern building techniques. They brought

a broad world view that encouraged others,

including those who would design mass hous-

ing, such as the Eichler architects, to follow a

design method marked by formal rigor but one

that nonetheless reflected regional traditions.

The revival of mid-century Modernism is

encouraging, because it acknowledges neces-

sary economies and reflects regional values.

A wholesale adaptation of mid-century tech-

nique is difhcult; material choices are restrict-

ed by rising costs, construction technology is

largely limited to conventional practice, and

land values cramp the potential for indoor/

outdoor planning. Nonetheless, much of the

best design work by the leaders of California

Modernism was imbued with formal inven-

tiveness and social purpose, and the products,

both intentional and happenstance, have left us

models worthy of renewed study when aiming

for higher density developments that retain

essential regional and modern characteristics.

Schindler's Pueblo Ribera Courts, com-

pleted in ry4, although small (there are a

dozen units), is a valuable example for reasons

both practical and spiritual. At the scale of the

site, the ingenious arrangement of C-shaped

units, placed in connected pairs with party

walls, ensured privacy for all the residents,

despite their proximity. A single driveway

bisects the layout, and two garages are tucked

behind units on either side, concentrating the

area for vehicular use. Access to individual
units is by way of walking paths. These tech-

niques, handled here with particular care and

efficiency, are familiar and have been repli-

cated elsewhere. What gives the complex its

special magic is the degree to which Schindler

has exploited the potential living spaces on

each tiny lot. Each unit has three distinct types

of living space: indoors, enclosed court, and

roof terrace; each, as architectural historian

Esther McCoy has pointed out, communicat-

ing naturally with the others. McCoy further

notes that Schindler exercised strict economies

of means in construction to support the most

commodity from these minimum dwellings,

creating light-filled living rooms opening onto

private gardens and rooftop terraces with ocean

views. The design fulfills Modernist ideals of
inventiveness and economy while enriching

the resident's tangible experience ofthis arche-

typal Californian setting. Here, McCoy notes,

Schindler has captured spaces that allow the

owners to indulge in what he called "the vital

luxuries oflife."
In the Bay Area, a number of community

plans on various scales provide inspiration for

reproduction. foseph Eichler's subdivisions

are continually celebrated for their commu-

nity values-planning strategies that antici'
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pated PUD concepts. In the Berkeley hills,
Greenwood Common is an accidental model of
near ideal suburban form. Planned by William
'Wurster, the development consists of half a

dozen homes by notable Modernists including
Harwell Harris, Ernest Kump, and Schindler.
The original plan called for a seventh home to

fit between the others, creating a more or less

solid cluster of private residences, unrelated
to one another except for their common styles.

However, the final piece was never filled in,
and thankfully. It became a shared open space,

a lawn with trees, big enough for picnics or
games of touch football. A path leading from
the green through a space between two of
the houses allows a stunning Bay view. Even

without this gorgeous setting, one can easily

imagine the complex at twice the density as a

reproducible module for new development,
where a recurring theme is the profound desire

for community. Greenwood Common suggests

that interconnectedness, of social group and
within a region, can be created by straightfor-
ward formal arrangements. With careful pro-
portioning, the combination of closely spaced

units and shared open space can foster famil-
iarity and security.

Today, California is entering a period of
extensive population growth. Planners antici-
pate an additional fifteen million residents
in the next thirty years. Many of the new citi
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zens will be middle class or working class, and

affordable housing stock will be imperative.
The revival of interest in Modernist housing
seems fortuitous, if it also inspires renewed
interest in the Modern Movement's core val-

ues, which originated to address the housing
needs ofurban workers.

California Modernism flourished in the
mid-century during a profound need for entry-
level homes. The benign climate and lack of
social tradition engendered a unique vernacu-

lar. Planning models, although often limited to

small, one-off clusters, still provide meaningful
expression and utility. America's larger scale

planning strategies from this period tended
to prescribe forms derived from the automo-
bile's promise of an ever-stretching exurban
expansion. Driven in equal parts by cold war
fears and the implied moral purity of rural
living, academics and leading practitioners
alike envisioned a decentralized populace sup-
ported by small-scale industry and agriculture.
Frank Lloyd Wright's Broadacre City wove sub-

urban and urban building typologies into a

continuous fabric of regional agriculture and
parklands. Ludwig Hilberseimer, Professor
of Urban Planning at IIT postwar, imagined
replacing the nation's core cities with a region-
al pattern of small industrial parks and strips
of cul-de-sac residential plats slung on either
side of the snaking tendrils of a vast intercon-
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Packed together with density comparable to Pueblo Ribera, the DesignARC development in Patm Springs likewise manages

to overcome cheek-by-.iowl circumstances to provide commodious living rooms interlocked with private outdoor spaces, this time

supplemented with the unexpected vital luxury of a plunge pool for each unit. For more on this proiect, a 2005 AIACC Design Award

winner, see page 78.

nected nationwide highway network, a vision
that now seems remarkably prescient.

Recently, there has been a convergence

of opinion among planners, developers, and
academics that future growth can best be man-
aged with more traditional urban forms. The
key concept is connected space, which means

neighborhoods with services and stores within
walking distance of home. It also implies con-

nectivity among social strata and age groups.
Upwardly mobile families seek separate resi-
dences, while new immigrants, retirees, and

singles need townhouses and apartments.
Planners are responding to the diversity of
housing needs with village precedents. Others

are proposing reviving down-at-the-heels exist-

ing town centers and restoring transit routes
ripped out during the car-centric r95os. The
scale of expected growth will require continued
greenfield development, as well. Somewhere

between New Urbanist ideals and Ludwig Hil-
berseimer's new regional pattern lies a viable
future course. California's Modern legacy will
almost certainly provide lessons for contem-
porary designers and planners. Additionally,
I expect, we shall need to look back, as our
predecessors did, to the sources ofModernism
in Europe for typologies that can accommodate

the emerging needs, high densities, diversity
of residents, and multiple functions implied by

our expanding culture. o
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Under the Radar

Adeline Cottages, Oakland

A complex of four small houses at 6rst and

Adeline in Oakland takes advantage of an

unusual provision of the city's zoning code,

which allows "mini-lots" as small as 2,5oo

square feet in the R4o zone. Developed,

designed, and constructed by Wilson Associ-

ates, the original idea was for a group of con-

dominiums with shared open space, but the

"mini-lot" provision allowed subdivision into

four freehold lots averaging z,7oo square feet.

The simple, repeated plan of the r,4oo

square foot cottages opens to a side yard, maxi-

mizing the connection between the living area

and the outdoors. The plan is rotated to pro-

vide privacy and take advantage of views. To

avoid the usual slab on-grade experience of
being a slight z" above the grass, the slab is

18" thick, simply poured on-grade without the

necessity of soil exporting or compaction. This

method is fast and raises the house without
having to use a T foundation with wood joists.

The wood-clad upper floor, comprising two

bedrooms and two baths, is rendered as if it
were the cottage itself, raised up to shelter the
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open living space below.

The location of the ensemble of cottages

at the convergence of two oblique major streets

turns a geometrically simple composition into
a lively interplay of volumes seen in changing
perspective.

Wilson Associates, made up of architect

Peter Wilson; his brother Tony, a builder/attor-
ney; and sister Sara, administrator, began their
develop/design/build enterprise in 1986 with
Market Hall, in the Rockridge district of Oak-

land. This mixed-use development, innovative

for its time, is inspired by the European food

hall experience of shopping daily for fresh
ingredients purchased from individual pur-
veyors. It combines owner-operated retail food

shops and restaurants at street level with pro-

fessional offices above. Peter Wilson emphasiz-
es the advantages of the develop/design/build

model, not only for building equity toward
what, for many architects, is an elusive goal-
retirement-but also because it allows true
design control throughout the proiect. Wit-
ness, for example, their decision to rotate one

ofthe Adeline Cottages 18o degrees to capture

an unanticipated view-after the foundation
was in place. o

0wner: Wilson Associates

Architect: Peter Wilson, AIA

Associate Architect: Jim Arjala, AlA,

Arjala Architecture

Structural Engineer: Jason Campbell,

JEC Structural Consulting

Soils Engineer: Allen Gruen, Earth Mechanics

Consulting Engineers

Surveyor: Chris Bailey, Bates and Bailey Surveyors

Photographs by Peter Wilson, AIA
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Component Feature

Relevance: AIA Sierra Valley

Christina Frankel, AlA, and Mark Hart, AIA

Relevance is the guiding theme of the AIA Sierra Valley (AIASV), located in the center of North-

ern California. How does such a small, unstaffed chapter stay relevant while surrounded by some

of the largest AIA chapters in Californial And how does a small professional chapter stay relevant

in our community)
The AIASV has always struggled with a large geographical area (zz,7or square miles) in

seven counties, with only about sixty members, including associate, emeritus, and affiliate mem-
bers. The AIASV is one of the last few unstaffed chapters: There are only six in California. Our
chapter is surrounded by the AIA Central Valley to the north, with 7r5 members; and, to the west,

by the AIA East Bay, with 59o members, and AIA San Francisco, with r,935 members.

As an unstaffed chapter, the AIASV does not have the advantages ofa chapter office, or the
luxury of any devoted staff to take care of business. We receive our mail through a P.O. Box, and

all our administrative responsibilities, including correspondence, meeting minutes, phone calls,

website development, and event planning, are handled by one of ten board members.
The chapter is governed by a board in which the director succeeds to president and then

AIACC representative, with each board member typically serving seven years. Such a large time
commitment causes burnout. We have "recycled" some board members for up to three terms.

The question of relevance arises: Why not join forces with the neighboring staffed chapters

and abandon the effort that is draining the enthusiasm for all who want to participate? That can

be answered in one word: Regionalism. Surrounding chapters cannot deal directly with the com-

munity issues that affect our chapter.

The Need for Smart Growth

Most of the Sierra Valley Chapter counties will experience a population explosion in the next few
years. From an economic standpoint, such growth will bring much needed work for the architec-

a

opposite: Active farming on the northern edge of Stockton.

Photo courtesy of Christina Frankel, AIA

LPA Sacramento, lnc.

above: Area of AIASV Chapter shaded.

Map courtesy of Matt Dalforno, LPA Sacramento, lnc.
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top: Dean Decarli Waterfront Square, Stockton, by DCA. A central downtown plaza marks the con-

nection between the city and the Delta Deep l{ater Channel, and brinqs together the new movie

theater, government building, and restored landmark Stockton Hotel. Courtesy of DCA, rendering

by Brian Canevari

bottom:10th Street Place, Modesto, designed by LPA Sacramento lnc., space planning and

interiors by Pacific Design Ass0ciates. A cornerstone devel0pment, housing County offices in a

two-block redevelopment area in downtown Modesto, it includes a theater, parking structure, and

another multi-story office building. Courtesy of LPA Sacramento, lnc.
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tural community. But, as chapter members, we also sewe as trustees of
the land. This growth will diminish the nation's food pantry.

California is the nation's top agricultural producer; 2oo4 cash

receipts represented rl.2 percent of the U.S. total and were more than

Texas and Iowa (the second and third leading states) combined. Within
our chapter area, we have approximately r.5 million people, with most

cities having a population of less than roo,ooo. The counties within the

chapter are ranked nationally as follows: no. 5 in production ofgrapes;

no. l, 5 and 6 in production of tomatoes; rro. t, 4, and 8 in production of
peaches; no. 8 and 9 in production of poultry; and no. 9 in production

of plums and prunes.

The inevitable growth in our area is at the sacrifice of prime agri-

cultural land: When the land is depleted, so is its ability to feed a nation.

The obvious answer to this problem is the definition of smart growth:

high density. Build densely and save the farmland.

Mark Hart, president of the AIA Sierra Valley Chapter, thinks the

Central Valley's ongoing population increase is a major issue.

"The increase is challenging each affected community's abiliry to
keep pace with housing needs, strained infrastructure, and declining
transportation efficiency," he says. "Solutions such as higher density

housing to revitalize inner-city areas and high-speed rail service are in
order. "

"Recycled" board member and past president Cooper Kessel, AIA,
who lives out of the agricultural zone, believes that gro*th can be man-

aged: "New growth in central/northern California should be in the foot-

hills to preserve the state's agriculturally productive Central Valley."

The population growth is not necessarily resulting in more trained

professionals capable of solving such issues, Hart said. In fact, the num-

ber of new architects has declined in recent years. "Consequently, un-

staffed AIA chapters struggle iust to stay alive. Human resources are

badly needed, and, unfortunately, no immediate solution is available."

Among the challenges the AIASV chapter faces are these:

. Our chapter wants "smart growth," but how does that occur when the

farmer can make more money selling the farmland to a developer than

farming itl Cities are growing based on the dollar, thus making long-

range commitments to developers for thousands of homes beyond

their city boundaries, in exchange for built infrastructure now.

. Our chapter wants high density, but how does that occur when it is

more expensive to build high density than create sprawl on farmlandl

How many high-rise housing proiects do you see in an alfalfa fieldl
Cities within our chapter have routinely rezoned high-density land for

developers in favor of low-density, single-family homes.

. Our chapter wants to relieve traffic congestion, but how does that

occur when our cities are tvventy miles or more apart, separated by

farmland, a significant percentage of residents commute to jobs out-

side of their ciry and tens of thousands commute to jobs outside the

chapterl
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While the AIASV chapter needs to be involved in region-
al decisions, members share a longstanding, gassroots
commitment to their communities, as demonstrated
below:

. Mike Pratt, AIA: City of Modesto Planning Commis.

sion for nine years; Fire Department Long Range

Planning Committee; City of Modesto Board of Zoning
Adiustrnent for three years; Citizens Redevelopment

Advisory Committee for five years, Citizens Housing
and Community Development Committee.

. Tim Dearborn, AIA: City of Stockton's Culhrral Heri-
tage Board for three years; Residential Revival Sub-

committee for Midtown Advisory Group (Stockon) for
two yea.rs.

. Bob Degrasse, AIA: Howard Training Center for 6ve

years.

. Ron Beasley, AIA: Advisory Council ofthe Salvation

Army.

. Mike Navarro, AIA: Stanislaus County YMCA Board

for six years; Citizens Redevelopment Advisory Com-

mittee for fourteen years; Stanislaus County Planning

Commission for two years; City of Modesto Board of
Zoning Adiusunents for tfuee years; Building Stan-

dards Commission Advisory Committee on Health
Care for five years; Hospital Building Safety Board.

. fim Rende, AIA: Tuolumne County Board ofAppeals
for two years.

Don Phillips, AIA: Board Member of North San foa-
quin Valley Health Systems Agency for two years;

Class Member of Leadership Modesto for two years;

Board Member of Steering Committee for teader-

ship Modesto for two years; Chairman ofLeadership
Modesto for two years; Board of Thrstees Member of
McHenry Mansion Foundation for six years.

Bob Machado, AIA: Founder of Sponsors of Musical
Enrichment.

Ted Brandvold, AIA: City of Modesto Board of Zoning
Adiushnent for two years; City ofModesto Planning
Commission for one year.

. Thom Torvend, AIA: Modesto landmark Presenation

Commission for five years.

Our chapter wants transportation hubs, but how does that occur when kansportation within
most cities is limited to a small bus service, and the maior cities within our chapter are
linked by two maior freeways?

Chapter members often complain that other people ultimately make decisions affecting the
chapter area. These others argue that we as architects, within our small chapter and small com-
muniries, are not broad based enough to understand the "big picture." Policy makers, from state

government, transportation organizations, surrounding county and city governments, and some-
times even within the AIACC itself, all have opinions about growth, but our chapter members
are rarely involved.

Our chapter not only lacks a physical address but also a representative body. We do have the
exPerience and intelligence to make decisions, but we lack power as a single voice. Thus we miss
the ability to be involved in, invited to, or even made aware of the discussion: We become irrel-
evant in our own backyard.

Transportation and Redevelopment

Our chapter's growth does have bright spots. In 1999, the AIACC and the Great Valley Project

in Sacramento sponsored an international competition titled "Housing the Next ro Million," to
see what the future holds for housing within the Central Valley. The AIASV chapter involvement
with the competition was limited, but the contest started the dialogue for area growth.

A crucial component to smart growth is planned transportation. A commuter ACE train
travels from Stockton through Tracy to San fose, taking valley residents to their jobs in the Bay

Area. The jobs are out of the chapter, and the train does not serve as transportation within the
chapter. But a successful transportation spine has been established. And in the true spirit of infill
development, both Stockton and Modesto, the two major cities within our chapter with zoo,ooo-
plus population, are seeing significant redevelopment of their downtowns, utilizing existing land,
and spending money on infrastructure and density that will serve their growing communities.
DCA in Stockton and Pacific Design Associates in Modesto, two architectural firms in the Chap-
ter, were influential contributors to the design for redevelopment in their respective cities.

The Need for Regional lnvolvement

We all agree in the AIASV Chapter that a grand vision is necessary for the foreseeable growth in
our area. Our members approach the management of growth by practicing good design in their
communities and staying involved with public and private agencies in their cities. Our growth
demands the attention of outsiders. We are losing not only our farmland but that of the nation.

Ifevery city around our chapter increased their density by 15 percent (the average growth of
the valley), and made the housing affordable to the city's working class, there would not be such

a dramatic population explosion in our chapter, and the nation's farmland would be safe. But
until that happens, the AIASV members need to find a seat at that all-important table to make
the "big" decisions about growth in our own communities.

The AIASV Board will stand strong and stay relevant to support unstaffed chapters in the
AIACC leadership. The AIASV Chapter will continue to "recycle members" if necessary to
remain a relevant organization uniquely representative and distinct from the surrounding AIA
chapters. AIASV members will continue to be relevant in community organizations, trying to
impart wisdom in small doses, as the nodes of the Chapter's cities grow closer together. o
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Book Review

Messages from Mid-Century:

The Donnell and Eckbo Gardens
by Marc freib
San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2005.

and

Thomas Church, Landscape Architect
edited by Marc Treib
San Francisco: William Stout Publishers, 2004.

Jane Wolff

Gardens have a long tradition as images of paradise: they represent a

perfect world in miniature. The Donnell and Eckbo Gardens and Thornas

Church, Landscape Architect examine the transposition of that idea to

a place that, for many, already seemed like Nirvana: California in the

middle of the twentieth century. The state's mythic status was in large

part the product of its landscape. Its physical beauty and mild climate

were unique in the United States, and its abundant natural resources sup-

ported an intense version ofthe American dream ofboundless prosper-

ity. Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area experienced enornous

population growth in the years during and after the Second World War,

and the development of single-family housing on a vast scale posed a

new question about paradise: How could it be found in the backyard ofa
middle-class suburban house)

The school of garden design that emerged in post-war California has

not been thorougtrly explored by historians, and The Donnell and Eckbo

Gordens and Thomas Church, Landscape Architect take important steps

toward describing and explaining some of the most significant projects

of the period. Both books make use of primary-source photographs,

drawings, and publications from the University of Califomia's archives.

These images are accompanied by historical essays and, in many cases,

by extensive and beautiful photographs of the gardens today. The Don-

nell and Eckbo Gardens examines the two most iconic designs of the era,

Thomas Church's Donnell garden and Garrett Eckbo's Alcoa Forecast

garden. Thomas Church, Landscape Architect places the Donnell garden in
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the context ofthe designer's long and varied career.

Neither the Alcoa Forecast garden nor the Donnell garden was a

\pical middle-class undertaking. Each project was designed by one of the

most prominent landscape architects in the nation. The Forecast Garden

belonged to a series of showcase projects commissioned by Alcoa in an

effort to develop new markets for aluminum. E&bo designed and built
the garden on the site of his Los Angeles house; his charge was to demon-

strate how stock aluminum parts could be used to create an ideal outdoor
environment. The Donnell garden was designed for a wealthy Sonoma

County rancher, an heir to the Marathon Oil fortune. Yet, even though the

circumstances of their creation were exceptional, both gardens provided

powerfi-rl sources of imagery for Everyrnan. The Donnell Garden was fea-

tured on the cover of House Beautiful, and the Forecast Garden was docu-

mented in a short film broadcast dwing a weekly ABC television program

sponsored by Alcoa. The proiects also influenced other designers: each

was widely documented in professional and trade joumals and in books

about garden design.

The Donnell and Eckbo Gardens is struch.rred as two separate essays;

each piece presents thorough documentation about the design, constnrc-

tion, and inhabitation of one of the gardens. What's striking (and what the

book doesn't address directly) are the differences in sensibility between

the trvo projects: they embedded similar ideas about program-low main-
tenance, high use, and flexibility-in radically dillerent visions of a mod-

ernist paradise. The Forecast garden, enclosed on a suburban lot, had an

immediate relationship to the family house; Eckbo designed aluminum
sunshades to ameliorate heat gain indoors and to create a shady loggia

between the building and the garden. The garden's image and character

rested on its use of a new material, aluminum, to create distinct, figured
spaces: Its rhetoric said that a garden could be the locus ofcontemporary
technology. The Donnell garden was located in the countryside and physi-

cally separated from the house it served. The project's primary strategy

was the construction of a visual relationship between its immediate loca-

tion and the distant landscape of San Pablo Bay: The garden was a distilla-
tion and representation ofits geographical context.

The Donnell garden was Thomas Church's most famous project,

but it was not the only one to exert influence on a large audience. Church
was a prolific and long-lived designer, and Thornas Church, Landscope

Architect, a collection of essays by different authors, documents and ana-

lyzes the range of his efforts. Dorothde Imbert's contribution describes

Church's early career and examines how his education, travels, and work-
ing alliances with Bay Area modernists shaped his sensibility. Marc Tieib
provides a comprehensive review of Church's mature design work, which
included a wide variety of private gardens and some institutional com-

missions, and Waverly Lowell and Kelcy Shepherd lay out the contents of
Berkeley's Church archives.

Two of the book's essayists deal explicitly with Church's influence on
popular ideas about garden design. Daniel Gregory describes Church's

relationship to Sunset, which published his designs and his writing and

commissioned him to design its headquarters. Diane Harris, who dis-

cusses Church's writing for House Beoutiful and his enormously popular

manuals of garden design, Gardens are for People and Your Pivate World,

takes the most provocative stand in the book. The only essayist to suggest

that Church's cheerful, relaxed presentation of his ideas about garden

design should not be taken at face value, Harris argues that his noncha-

lant tone masks a subtext: Design is best left to professionals, and fools

who wander in alone suffer the consequences.

Thomas Church, Londscape Architect is a valuable resource for future
scholars: it provides the kind of comprehensive documentation that raises

additional questions. Harris's willingness to look behind Church's pro-

nouncements could be profitably extended in other directions. Church

often said that his garden designs were driven by program and by the

desire to make pleasant places for human use, but the emphatically for-

malist character of all of the gardens represented in the book make those

comments seem disingenuous. Treib and his contributors mention the

effortless rightress of Church's compositions, but they don t explain what
criteria determine rightness. Several of the essays emphasize the differ-

ence between Church's biomorphic and Euclidean design vocabularies,

but a carefirl study of what stmctures the gardens would probably reveal

that both kinds of shapes are mobilized in the service of similar strate-

gies. The next step toward understanding Chwch as a designer might be

analytical studies ofthe gardens that look for underlying relationships of
scale, proportion, orientation, organization, and choreography.

It's harder to be optimistic about life in California than it was when

Thomas Church and Garrett Eckbo did their seminal work: the place is

fraught with problems. Despite that, their profects are firll of relevant les-

sons: that new technology means new opporhrnities for expression; that
gardens can express deep ideas about the places we inhabit; and, most of
all, that part of our lob is to create public consciousness about the power

ofdesign to enrich everyday experience. c
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Restoration
as Educ ront

a

I
Effects on a Contemporary Practice

Chris Shanley and Karen Weise

opposite: Marmol Radziner + Associates. Desert House

photo by Benny Chan.

Modernist restoration projects surely teach us about the design typologies of the modernist
aesthetic-of indoor/outdoor interactions and open plans, of ample fenestration and expressive
structures. Yet in the incredibly intimate process of preservation, our firm has also glimpsed the
process, experimentation, people, and ideals of Modernism. These intangible lessons influence
the spirit and direction of our office as we pursue the aesthetics that Modemists expounded.

Originally started by Leo Marmol and Ron Radziner in 1989, Marmol Radziner + Associ
i ates is one of the few design-build firms headed by architects. The firm has since grown to

nearly sixty architectural and seventy construction staff, on a mix of projects, including Modern
restorations, new residential projects, and commercial spaces. Thoughtful and carefirl Modern
restoration proiects-demanding innovative design, detailed research, and exacting construc-
tion standards-provide the bedrock for the firm's practice. In working on a diverse collection of
Modern structures, by architects ranging from Richard Neutra and Rudolph Schindler to Frank
Lloyd Wright, |ohn Lautner, and others, we have uncovered a master builder sensibility: a holis-
tic design approach that aspires to integrate the multiple disciplines of landscape, architecture,
interior design, custom furniture, and architectural metalwork into a unified expression, while
maintaining firll control for successful execution during the construction.

Despite the variations in building aesthetics and philosophies of these mid-century archi
tects, their work shares common ideas central to Modern architecture. These include building
and site integration, connection between interior and exterior spaces, and straightforward mate-
rial expression. Beyond these ideals, their prolific work created research and development in
environmental design, sustainabiliry lighting, and building technologies. This generation of
architects sparked a creative momentum during the middle of the last century that continues to
inspire the architectural and building industries today. We are witnessing this continuity in the
development of sustainable technologies and prefabricated structures.
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Modern restoration proiects provide liv'
ing architectural history for our staff to visu-

alize and comprehend Modern ideals, from

the broadest design strokes down to the final

construction details. Whether it's understand-

ing Neutra's integration of building and site,

Schindler's playful juxtaposition of form and

material, or Lautner's dynamic expression of
structure and material space, this exposure to

a high level of design and cra{lsmanship chal-

lenges our staff to become more innovative

architects and builders.

Concepts Made Iangible

Through the restoration proiects, we learn in
intimate detail the struggle these architects

encountered, following their successes and

failures in our efforts to revive these historic

structures. The restoration of Richard Neu'

tra's lighting design for the Kaufmann House

in Palm Springs provides an example of the

learning process. Archival information for the

project includes pages of lighting studies and

drawings for custom-designed fixtures. Fifty

years later, we studied his notes to understand

the purpose ofthe custom fixtures. Our analy-

sis led to the construction of several mock-

ups of Neutra's custom light fixtures to be

field tested in the house prior to final pro-

duction. The fully restored lighting system

shows Neutra's sensitivity in using lighting to
emphasize the color, materiality, lightness, and

transparency of his structures. His thoughtful

integration ofboth natural and artificial light-

ing enhances the critical relationship between

left: R. M. Schindlet Elliot House, photo by Benny Chan; centei John Lautner, Garcia House,

photo by Marmol Radziner + Associates; right: Richard Neutra, Kaufmann House, photo by David 0lomb.

interior and exterior space. Today, we strive to

employ Neutra's lighting sensibilities in our

new work by balancing the quality and place-

ment of artificial lighting with areas of natu-

ral light to enhance the spatial relationships

between indoors and out.

Material Discipline

We have also seen how these architects experi

mented with new building materials and con-

struction methods. From Neutra's unorthodox

use of waxed cork tile on the surfaces of the

Kaufmann House bathrooms to Schindler's

use of simple, construction grade plywood for

the cabinetry of the Elliot House in Silver Lake,

we see a stunning use of ordinary materials in
unexpected ways. In restoration proiects, we

often face the task of replicating applications

of unique historical materials that no longer

exist. As a benefit ofour design-build practice,

we have in-house millwork and metal shops

that allow us to produce material mock-ups to

recreate and perfect historical techniques or to

test alternatives.

We apply the methodology of mock-up

production from our restoration proiects to our

material research for new proiects, in which

we evaluate a particular construction method

or finishing technique and make necessary

adjustments before construction. Following

in the inquisitive wake of these architects,

we look to experiment with new materials

and methods for assembling them, trying to

visualize the material qualities of a building
from the overall concept down to the execution
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of the details. We use material mock-ups to

develop many of the finish components of the

buildings, such as custom designed furniture,

cabinetry, stone walls, door hardware, and steel

casement windows and doors, but the process

has been beneficial in evaluating structural

detail components as well.

Structural Economy

Yet innovation sometimes comes at a cost.

In today's building context, it is increasingly

challenging to create elegant, Modern struc-

tures within the parameters of a restrictive and

regulation-laden building industry. Achiev-

ing the beauty of the Modern aesthetic-with
its large expanses of glass, open plan design,

and thin, flat roof structures-requires atlpi-

cal, and usually more expensive, building sys-

tems. In seismically active California, the Mod-

ern building typically utilizes structural steel

coupled with complex foundation systems to

allow for large open spans-something we

encounter in both our restoration work and

new construction. While minimizing interior
walls and employing full-height glass allows

for a healthy interaction between interior and

exterior spaces, these well-intended design

solutions often result in structural systems that

cost more than conventional wood framing. In

the restoration of Modern buildings, we face

the tedious task of knitting structural upgrades

into confined, historically sensitive spaces with

the goal of never altering their appearance.

Doing so requires evaluating several viable

structural solutions that must satisfy the aes-
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thetic, structural, and cost requirements of
the profect. These structural evaluations equip
our architectural and construction staff with a

comprehensive understanding of the relation-
ship between the structural and spatial sys-

tems of the building. Similar structural inves-
tigation guides critical design choices from the
interplay between the building and site to the
detailed integration of a glazing system.

Rationalizing the Detail

In addition to complex structural systems,
Modem buildings often require exacting preci-
sion in the construction process. This preci-
sion results in increased construction costs
and longer construction schedules in alt of
the trades, from the structural steel fabricator
down to the cabinetmaker. The construction of
Modern structures requires architects to work
out in great detail how building materials and
systems are integrated. True to our Modern
influence, we often prefer flush conditions that
demand the alignment of a variety of materials
installed by different tradesmen. yet our build-
er sensibility knows we must reserve these
details for essential design elements, as the
costs of constructing with tight tolerances do
not always justify the aesthetic ends. Instead,
we examine alternative detail methods or sim-
plify the material palette in order to stay within
a project's budget. We are constantly challeng-
ing our design-build staffto be innovative and
responsible in balancing design ideals with the
reality of today's building methods and con-
struction costs.

The Human Factor and Design-Build

In restoration work, however, we choose not
to face these challenges alone. We value the
engaging dialogue we have with the original
clients, builders, fabricators, and architectural
photographers, learning the stories behind
these historic structures. Through these con-
versations, we get an intimate view into the
collaborative decision-making that took place

during the original construction. These engag-

ing discussions, unlike the historic, highly
polished publications of a building, reveal a

more realistic and, at times, flawed process
of construction and architect-client relation-
ship. The stories bring an emotional content
that enriches the sometimes stark precision of
Modern architecture. We have found this col-
laborative process to be the most accurate way
of obtaining the exacting historical data that no
longer exists in archival form.

This experience tracing the histories of
exemplary Modern buildings reinforces our
commitment to design-build. By establishing
a positive cooperative environment in which
client, architect, and construction staff work
together, the building design becomes stronger,
and the project team more effectively manages
design and construction issues. This collabora-
tion also lends itselfto innovative thinking by
both the architecture and construction staff.

Broadening the Benefit

As we work on both restorations and new site-
built projects, we become ever more enamored
with the indoor/outdoor lifestyle characteristic

of Modernism and ever more interested in
finding a way to make this experience avail-
able to more people. At the same time, we
see not only that Modern site-built homes are

significant financial investments, but also that
their conception demands incredibly intense
personal involvement by the owner. For many
people, these financial and time demands are

simply overwhelming.

Like Walter Gropius, Charles Eames,
and others Modernists, we have turned to the
promise of prefabrication to bring Modern-
ism to more people. Prefabrication can elimi
nate much of the burden of custom, site-built
homes by focusing on fundamental design
typologies of the Modern home, with open
plans that connect indoor and outdoor spaces.

By simplifying the material palette and stan-
dardizing details and structural systems, pre-
fabricated homes allow the designer to focus
on highlighting the essential beauty of the
site and surrounding landscape. Maximizing
the work done in the factory rather than on
the iob site affords greater control over details
during fabrication, a trait we greatly value in
our Modern restorations. We hope that our
venture into prefab will bring us closer to
achieving the ideals that we so admire in our
Modern predecessors.

Our restoration projects have given us
personal interactions with people and build-
ings that have taught us much: design details
and material innovations, structural demands
and close collaborations, design/build integra-
tion and Modernism for all. o
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Burnett and Sons is proud
to be part of the

Harbison Mahoney Higgins
team on the

Sacramento Cathedral
Project
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opposite: George Homsey, FAIA, tH0D. McPhee University Union, Cal Poly

San Luis obispo, photography by wayne lhom

Th ree Yea rs

of AIACC

Design Awards

Michael Franklin Ross, FAIA

Chair, AIACC 2006 Design Awards Jury

Again this spring, jurors convened in San Francisco to review the annual AIACC Design Awards

competition. The AIA California Council models its awards program on the national AIA Design

Awards. This allows California architects to develop award submittals that could be submitted to

the state or national competition with little or no modification. It also allows the iury to iudge the

award submittals using the same criteria as the national AIA awards, providing clarity and con-

sistency.

While AIA national has separate juries for architecture, interior architecture, and urban

design, AIACC has one jury made up of five members-two from California and three from

out of state. This five-person jury reviews all entries. Projects are clustered into the three major
categories of architeclure, interior architecture, and urban design. In addition, architectural sub-

mittals are organized in seven subcategories: commercial, institutional/education, residential,

mixed-use, historic preservation, adaptive reuse/renovation, and other. There is no requirement

to give an award in each category, but this structure helps the jury to review similar projects with
common issues together. Ultimately, the same criteria are used to iudge all the entries: Was there

a strong idea or design approachl How did the design solve programmatic requirements? How

did the design respond to its context) And, finally, what innovative ideas, technical advance-

ments, or environmental advancements lifted the project to a higher level of design excellencel

Looking back over the last three years, certain consistencies emerge. The juries were moved

by work that clearly resolved issues ofprogram, construction, context, and site. They were put off
by projects that appeared trendy or were trying to do too many things at once. One juror called

the zoo4 awards a "triumph of Modernism." Hugh Hardy, FAIA, had a more philosophical per-

spective. He said, "The interesting thing about practicing architecture now is that everything is

possible-it's all going on at once." (arcCA o4.3, p.86) At the same time, the juries looked for a

clear point of view, an esthetic that was true to itself and appropriate for the program and place.
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AIACC 2006 Design Awards Jury

Robert Campbell, FAIA, Cambridge, MA

Laura Hartman, AlA, Fernau & Hartman Architects, lnc., Berkeley, CA

George Nikola.ievich, FAIA, Cannon Design, St. Louis, M0

Susan Rodriguez, FAIA, Polshek Partnership Architects, New York, NY

Michael Franklin Ross, FAIA, Hammel Green & Abrahamson, lnc., Los Angeles, CA

6o

Diversity of design approach and project type was apparent every

year. Last year, projects ranged in scope from the 2,Soo-square-foot Sin-

claire Pavilion at the Art Center College of Design, by Hodgetts & Fung,

to the more than r,ooo,ooo-square-foot Caltrans District 7 Headquar-

ters Building in Los Angeles, by Thom Mayne, FAIA, of Morphosis.

This year, we had 325 entries and eighteen winners: one Maybeck

Award, five Honor Awards, and twelve Merit Awards. The five Honor
Awards showed extraordinary design skill and innovation applied to
projects from an office interior in London, to a Central Plant in Mer-
ced, to a Children's Museum addition in Pittsburgh. Two other Honor
Awards went to student housing in Berkeley and to the renovation of
a wind-tunnel testing facility into the Art Center College of Design
South Campus. Sadly, there was no Twenty-Five-Year Award given this
year. The jury felt that the entries were competent, but didn't capture
the extraordinary architectural history that exists in California. The
jury implored the AIACC to encourage more submissions in this very

important category.

The Maybeck Award is the California equivalent of the AIA Gold
Medal. It is fitting that George Homsey, FAIA, founding partner of
Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davis (EHDD) is the zoo6 Maybeck recip-

ient. His late partner, |oe Esherick, FAIA, received the AIA Gold Medal

in 1989, for his pioneering work in creating a California design esthetic

that has influenced architects throughout the world. Homsey worked for
many years in the shadow ofEsherick, even though they collaborated on
many projects. Recently, Homsey's vital contribution to EHDD has

begun to emerge, and his work since Esherick passed away in 1998 has

continued to attract praise and admiration. It is noteworthy that among
Homsey's earliest experiences in Esherick's of{ice was working on the
Pelican Building at UC Berkeley, a collaboration between Esherick and

Bernard Maybeck himself. A juror who knows him said that Homsey "is

arnazing... He could design and detail an entire house by himself over

the weekend." His recent work at Sea Ranch is a testament to his rare
gift for clarity ofparti and thoroughness ofdetail.

What elevates a project to an Honor Awardl Ultimately, it is a project

that does all things well, but more importantly it has a strong point of
view that grabs your attention, that stimulates the architectural senses

and evokes in the jurors a deep desire to experience the project in person.

The Art Center College of Design South Campus, by Daly Genik,

Overview



captured the jury's imagination by its deft transformation of an old wind-tunnel testing barn into
a contemporary design school. Its innovative use of materials and impact on an industrial neigh-

borhood impressed everyone. One juror commented, "It's a beautiful, magical play on light, dur-

ing the day inside, and at night outside."

The UC Merced - Central Plant, by Skidmore Owings and Merrill, was seen as a powerfirl

presence on the landscape of this new university campus. The clear geometric forms and refer-

ence to the agricultural grain silos were skillfirlly integrated into the technological requirements.

The jury was impressed with the sustainable design and the image of a "lantern in the landscape."

The Children's Museum of Pittsburgh, by Koning Eisenberg Architecture, intrigued the jury

with the intervention of a new kinetic element among its neo-classic neighbors. The jury was

excited by the architect's ability to "add a new piece with lightness and delicacy in opposition to

two turn-olthe-century dome buildings." It created a wonderful interior space that opens up to
the sky.

The UC Berkeley Residence Halls - Units I + II Infill Student Housing, by EHDD, was the

best of many excellent multifamily housing projects. It introduced mid-scale buildings that work
with the surrounding neighborhood while framing a beautifully landscaped central space. The
jury commented, "lt's a great collage in subtle colors that breaks down the scale" and "completes

the block with rationality, vitaliry and plafulness."
The final Honor Award was given to an interior architecture project, The Mother, London, an

advertising agency designed by Clive Wilkinson. It had a very strong concept based on a concrete

loop that was both an arrival platform and a work surface that unifies the space. The jury said the

proiect exhibited "a clever rethinking of the work place with bold moves." It was clear that a great

deal ofthought and creativity was invested in a single space.

There are a dozen Merit Awards given to a range of excellent design work exhibited
on the following pages. The jury found the urban design category particularly challenging and

selected the Palm Springs community by DesignARC.

In the category of Historic Preservation, the jury worked hard to distinguish the work of the

original architect from that ofthe preservation and restoration architect. Eventually, two projects

emerged as unique in their detailed description of how they saved significant works of twentieth-

century architecture: the Cathedral of the Blessed Sacrament in Sacramento, by Beyer Blinder
Belle, and the Gamble House in Pasadena (originally designed by Greene and Greene) by preser-

vation architects Kelly Sutherland Mcleod.
After the jury's work was done, we were free to explore San Francisco, and I visited the de

Young Museum, designed by Herzog and de Meuron. At the de Young was an exhibit, "Interna-

tional Arts & Crafts from William Morris to Frank Lloyd Wright," which coincidentally included

the Gamble House. Over a hundred years later, the work at the de Young echoes the work premiat-

ed in the AIACC zoo6 Design Awards. Both exhibit "sophisticated urban dimension and a radical

rural expression." o
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George Homsey, FAIA
www.ehdd.com

"No one is better at weaving and. manipulating design decisions into architecture that fits its location bet-

ter than George Homsey. Rather than shouting, 'Look at me!' his buildings make places better through

their careful insertion. This takes a master's touch, and I have witnessed it over many years."

-Charles 
Davis, FAIA, Senior Design Principal, EHDD

At once understated and vigorous, practical and inventive, contemporary and timeless, the prodi-
gious body of work spanning the fifty-five-year career of San Francisco architect George Homsey is
consistently composed of harmonious contradictions-ever matched to place and purpose. Quietly
present in every private, public, academic, urban, suburban, and rural profect it touches, Homsey's

pragmatic yet sensitive hand elevates landscape, simple materials and forms, and honest intention
to a high level of artistry that has a restorative effect on the individuals and communities who
experience it.

In fact, Homsey has been described as the "towering master of simplicity." As the lead archi-
tect for much of the best-known work of Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davis (EHDD) from ry72-
zooo, this energetic eighty-year-old founding principal continues the reliable, technically sound
approach toward the creation of good architecture that was set forth by foseph Esherick in the
r94os. Working closely with clients, his partners, contractors, builders, landscape architects and

other design professionals, he fine-tunes the conventions of construction in the Bay Area, advanc-

ing his authority on steel, concrete, and emerging materials. A native San Franciscan, he holds a

deep affinity for the region's architectural "tradition"-an unconventional blend of rustic, urban,
primitive, sophisticated, historical, and new influences advanced during the twentieth century
by area icons such as romanticist Bernard Maybeck; the history-inspired William W. Wurster;
and the late Joseph Esherick, FAIA, a Gold Medal recipient and Homsey's mentor and profes-

sional partner.

6z
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above: Deer Valley, photography by Peter Aaron/Esto

right page: Sea Ranch General Store,

photography by Roy Flamm



Seminal Projects

In an interesting dynamic, George Homsey's

modest but significant 196r Rubin House

ultimately influenced Esherick's own work.
According to the late architect Charles Moore,

"The one house in the Bay Area which key-

notes the efforts of the years since 196o is,

I believe, George Homsey's Rubin House in
Aibany, which signals an introduction to a

whole new world. A splendidly pared-down

and precise world ofspace and light (especially

of lighQ, this house managed to be a clear dia-

gram of itself, altogether modest, yet at the

same time rich in its development of spaces.

The casual, almost shanty idiom of the Bay

Area is mated with a precision of shape and

an almost baroque drama of space and light."
Built on a small, difficult hillside lot for about

$19,ooo, this r,zoo-square-foot vertical box

looks and feels much larger owing to robust

angles that promote openness and freedom of
movement, the pioneering use of skylights, and

windows that frame bay and hill views. Nail-on

windows, durable wood shingles, and Masonite

are among the inexpensive materials used to

create this anti-elitist structure that celebrates

the life of the family within it, not the architect.

Reached by a trail-like series of 58 steps, the

revolutionary house looks completely at ease

in its natural setting. A moonlighting job com-

pleted in the early r96os while Homsey was

still a senior draftsperson in Esherick's ofhce,

this quintessential homage to the "ordinary"

kansformed the student into a mentor. Charles

Davis recounts, "The Rubin House was trail-
blazing and finally gave George new status in

foe's eyes." Esherick saw a simplification of his

own style that resulted in a cozier environment.

Esherick leamed from Homsey's example and

a pattern of cross-fertilization began.

Homsey's commitment to place and
contemporary needs-and his appropriate
answers to challenges unique to the urban
landscape-are especially evident in two San

Francisco EHDD proiects. In high contrast to

the small-scale, low-cost Rubin House stands

The Hermitage (1983), an expansive and ele-

gant seven-unit condominium atop Russian

Hill. The $4 million project grew in response

to its constraints: protecting astounding bay

and city views, and conforming to the tradi-
tion of neighboring houses by Willis Polk and

fulia Morgan. Homsey and the residents
worked closely to translate neighborhood feel-

ings into a modern building that carries for-

ward a legacy of quality without simply copying

an existing motif.

Designed with great finesse so as to be

visible from Russian Hill yet blend in with its
own neighborhood of flats, the new Garfield
Elementary School (1979) is at home on resi-

dential Telegraph Hill. The scale and rhythm
of the neighborhood are respected-even as

invention is put into play. Esherick said ofthe
project, "Homsey took the elements of the old

school and reinstated them in a way which
expressed some new ideas about the relation-

ship between the schoolyard and the neigh-

borhood, about light, air, and views, about the

cadence of the surrounding houses as they step

down the hill."
Reflecting the vernacular of building types
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found along the North Coast of California-
typically barns and shed-like structures-is
The Sea Ranch. Located on a barren and wind-

swept old sheep ranch, Homsey's semi-urban

demonstration houses and general store (1965)

are the widely acclaimed product of a rural
challenge: designing a comfortable, pleas-

ant, and ecologically sound environment in a

cold and inhospitable place. Models of early

design ideas were tested in a wind tunnel to
derive ideal shapes. Outdoor space becomes an

integral, sheltered part of the house: Sunlight

is always welcome and a "natural" ambiance

prevails. The consistent use of certain forms
and materials such as siding and wood shin-

gles became commonly known as The Sea

Ranch Style.

With his Fallen Leaf project (r996-98)
in the splendid Lake Tahoe Basin, Homsey
applies similar design principles to a non-
urban setfing. He takes the essence ofthe rural
experience and invents buildings that look and

feel rural in the midst of a suburbanized wil-
derness. A General Store and three residences

preserve the quieter resort traditions associated

with Fallen Leaf Lodge-which opened in the

early twentieth century for guests seeking the

solitude and beauty of the lake and surround-

ing mountains-blending traditional elements

and modern impulses: board-and-batten, steep-

roofed, post-and-beam constnrction is applied

to the bold yet nuanced angles of private and

communal spaces. The use of windows in the

service of views and light, and the unexpected

integration ofupper and lower levels, achieve a

friendly chiaroscuro. Typical of EHDD's design

approach, the Snow Park and Silver Lake Cen-

ters (r98r) at the Deer Valley Resort in Park

City, Utah, were conceived as evolving from
and fitting into the landscape. The result: con-

temporary versions of a rustic lodge that are

seemingly free-form and indigenous-as if
they had always been there. Because the lodges

were designed from the inside out, great care

was taken in molding the structure and form
to create the interiors and the resolution of
attending issues such as imagery snow loads,

seismic activity, and function.

The Homsey Way

"George is demanding," says Peter Dodge,

FAIA, another Founding Principal at EHDD.
"His questioning of decisions-'Why are you

doing it that way) Have you thought of this?

What's the idea of that?'-is like hammer-
ing on a sword. The more it is hammered
the better it gets. He has influenced me pro-

foundly." As Managing Principal of EHDD
from 197z-1996 and Senior Design Principal
from t996-zooo, Homsey was determined to

keep his colleagues focused on what he finds

important: keeping work simple and doing it
right, understanding core issues, and knowing
how a building goes together. "He would either

teach you or expect you to learn, expect you to

get it right, expect you to do your research,"

Dodge continues. "His strength was that he

would come up with something true to the

objectives and end up with great buildings."
Homsey consistently drove the firm closer to

what is essential. Its Bay Area Rapid Transit

(BART) stations from the r96os and r97os, for

example, express themselves through core ele-
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left: Stevenson College, photography by Rondal Partridge

riqht: McPhee Union, photography by Wayne Thom

far right: Garfield School, photography by Peter Aaron/Esto
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ments such as stairs, elevators, escalators, and

ticketing booths. "What you want to experience

in these buildings," Esherick explained, "are

the key things that get you where you want to
go. Everything else is dispensable." The same

ideas of movement, light, and function that
give magical erpression to the everyday in the

Rubin House are also found in something as

potentially mundane as the transportation ter-

minals. Look at a Homsey BART station once

and it will say one thing. Look again and it says

something else.

While architects ranging from William
Tumbull to Charles W. Moore and Donlyn Lyn-

don owe a debt to Homsey's work, his efforts
also have larger social meaning. Future gen-

erations will appreciate his respect for place

as a way of preserving landscapes and archi
tectural traditions. Homsey is a frequent lec-

turer and a member of numerous professional

organizations that are tied to nature and com-

munity, such as the Sierra Club's Clair Tap-

pan Lodge Committee, The Sea Ranch Design

Review Committee, and the Valley of the Kings

Research Group Flood Protection Project. He

is presently producing design guidelines for
Yosemite National Park.

Homsey now consults from "George-
town," a large corner within the EHDD office.

There, he continues on his intriguing path of
achieving straightforward yet nuanced archi-

tecfure. "For me, design has an inner motiva-

tion," Homsey says, "l get stimulated by the

problem or the people. An elusive thing com-

pels me to keep working to find out what I'm
getting at. The hardest part is to take it from a

plan to the reality of what the idea is. It's not

an easy process; it's a struggle. I can't think
in terms of ideas stretching out. I have to start
with simple schedules and figure out relation-

ships." Indeed, the relationships Homsey cre-

ates among space, light, form, materials, and

mystery create relationships between his build-
ings and their environment. His singularly
contemplative and communal buildings ulti-
mately enhance relationships between human
beings in a way that is, like Homsey's work
itself, unique. o
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FIRM AWARD: For twenty-five years, the Architectural Resources Group has pursued

a multi-disciplinary approach to presewation architecture, developing

connections among architecture, urban planning, history and materials

conservation. Their forty-five staff members include architects, design-

ers, planners, historians, and material conservators who work together

I to offer a full range ofservices in cultural resource preservation.

I Their integrated approach allows them to incorporate key preserva-

I tion in the architectural design process. Working with material conser-
I

I vators means that they make informed decisions in restoring particular

| finishes or addressing exterior envelope issues. Integrating historians

I to their practice enables them to understand the building's chronol-

ogy and significance, contributing to the design and decision-making

process. Through their work, they continue to develop new techniques

in architecture and related disciplines. These achievements include:

architecturally compatible and concealed solutions for seismic strength-

ening; development of new building system upgrades in collaborations

with engineers; conservation of materials using hands-on, low-tech, and

environmentaliy-sensitive cleaning and restoration solutions; and suc-

cessful planning tools, design guidelines, and maintenance plans for

restoration, reuse, and new construction in historic neighborhoods.

Principais and senior staffat ARG have served as leaders in preser-

I vation architecture, both at the state and national level. Founding Prin-
I

I cipal Bruce D. |udd, FAIA, is an advisor emeritus of the National Trust
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From r999-zoo5, he served as an expert mem-

ber on the President's National Advisory Coun-

cil on Historic Preservation, and he was an

invited member on the United States Senate

Expert Panel to review plans for the expansion,

restoration, and modifications for security of
the U.S. Capitol and grounds after 9/rr. He

served as a member and as chairman of the

AIA National Historic Resources Committee

for many years, and also was President of San

Francisco Architectural Heritage and a board

member of the California Preservation Foun-

dation.

Founding Principal Stephen |. Farneth,

FAIA, has served on the Executive Commit-
tee of the State Historic Building Safety Board

representing the AIA since 1995, and recently

contributed to the rewriting of the California
State Historic Building Code. He has also pro-

vided international preservation consulting
services and is currently Vice Chairman of the

Board of Tiustees of the United States Com-

mittee of the International Council of Monu-

ments and Sites (ICOMOS).

Principal David P. Wessel, Assoc. AIA, is

a materials conservator who directs the ARG

in-house conservation laboratory. He served as

co-chair for the American Society for Testing

of Materials (ASTM) task group that developed

guidelines for masonry consolidants, and he

was active in developing guidelines for the

treatment of existing structures.

ARG studies a building's original design

intent to establish a balance between cur-
rent program needs and the building's ability
to house those needs over time. Their work
has evolved to the expansion of historic sites,

through the design ofadditions and new free-

standing buildings, in a thoughtful way that
continues to look to a longer arc of time. o
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opposite above: Hanna House, photography by David fJakely

opposite belorv: Porte-Cochere at the lnterContinental Mark

Hopkins Hotel, photography courtesy of lnterContinental

Mark Hopkins

above left: Napa Valley opera House, photography by David

Wakely

above right: Culinary lnstitute of America, Greystone Campus,

Rudd Center for Professional Wine Education, photography by

David Wakely

below: Sunset Centet photoqraphy by David Wakely
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LIFETIME ACHIEVEMEI{T AWARD

Ronald Altoon, FAIA
www.altoonporter.com

Ronald Altoon's commitment to advancing and serving others through
the profession of architecture has been constant throughout his forty
years in the field.

He has served The America Institute of Architects at every level.

He was AIA/Los Angeles delegate to the AIACC Board, a chapter
Board member, Secretary Vice-President, and r99r President, where

he established the Masters of Modern Architecture lecture series in
collaboration with the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (LACMA),

which continues with broad support today. He served on the AIA
Board of Directors, initiating, organizing, and chairing the AIA/AIACC
Armenian Earthquake Urban Design Assistance Task Force, which
visited the devastated Soviet Republic following the 6.8 Richter Spitak

event in 1989.

Altoon represented the AIACC on the national AIA Board of Direc-

tors from ry92-94, and was elected AIA Vice President for 1995 and

1997 First Vice President. He served as AIA President in 1998. Altoon s

agenda was to restore confidence in the national organization, to build
relationships with collateral organizations, and to bridge to other archi-

tectural institutes worldwide. For his efforts he was awarded Honorary

Fellowship in the RAIC (Canada), the RAIA (Australia), and Honorary

Membership in the |lA (|apan), the FCAM (Mexico), and the UAR (Rus-

sia). Upon completion of his term, he served as Regent of the American

Architectural Foundation, and has just completed a six-year term as a

Member of the Council, representing Region III, on the UIA (Interna-
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tional Union of Architects). There he authored

the Rules ofthe Council and Bureau and Rules

of General Assembly, which brought demo-

cratic parliamentary procedure to the organiza-

tion for the first time, and he engineered the

approval of a Policy Statement that discourages

the design of buildings on ethnically cleansed

1ands.

As a student at USC, Altoon conceived

and advocated for a Scholar in Residence pro-

gram at the Gamble House and was the first
holder of that position. After completion of
his M.Arch, he established the Friends of the

Gamble House, a financial support group that
flourishes today. He has been instrumental in
Partners in Preservation, a fund-raising group

that has recently restored the entire exterior
of the landmark structure. Altoon also co-

founded the Friends of the Schindler House,

which saved the King's Road studio-residence

of Rudolph Schindler from destruction. Fur-
ther, he has been president of the USC Archi
tectural Guild, a Founder of the Museum of
Contemporary Art (MOCA), and an Executive

Committee member of the ULI/LA District
Council. He serves as a member of the GSA

Register of Peer Proflessionals.

His academic leadership includes being

a member of the five NAAB Accreditation
Teams, a fourteen-year member of the USC

School of Architecture Board of Councilors,
and currently serving on the USC Alumni
Association Board of Governors. He is a fre-

quent lecturer on design. disaster assistance,

leadership, and practice in schools of architec-

ture worldwide.

Warren Bennis, a professor at USC's

Marshall School of Business, says that leader-

ship requires three things: the ability to cre-

ate a vision, the capacity to inspire others to
embrace that vision, and the willingness to
assume personal risk. By all these measures,

Ronald Altoon has demonstrated the highest
level ofleadership in the profession. o
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opposite lelt: 0ueen Ka'ahumanu Center, Maui,

Hawaii, 1944, photography by David Franzen

opposite right Southwestern [Jniversity School of Law Library,

Los Angeles, l997 photoqraphy by Erhard Pfeiffer

above left: Residence, Los Angeles, 2000,

photography by illayne Ihorn

above center: Fashion Show, Las Vegas, Nevada, 2003,

photography by Erhard Pfeiffer

below: Sengkang Sattion, Singapore, 2004,

photography by Albert Lim, KS Singapore
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

HONOR AWARD:

Mother, London

ASSOCIAIE ARCHITECT:

Allford Hall Monaghan Morris Architects,
London, UK

Mother, London

-

STRUCTURAL tNGINtER: Price & Myers, London

GtNtRAL C0NIRACIoR: Sames, London

Photographer: Adrian v{ilson

This warehouse conversion for Brltain's number one

ad agency translates the flat organlzation of the orig'

inal, six-person agency, in which everyone worked

around a single, large work table, into a workspace

for up to 200 people. A new concrete staircase-at

fourteen feet, the width of a small road-connects the

three floors of the building and turns into perhaps

the world's largest table, at 250 feet long. Colorful

lampshades, padded with 75mm of acoustic foam,

effectively control voice acoustics.
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ARCHITICT.

Clive Wilkinson Architects, lnc.,

West Hollywood
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2006 AIACC Design Awards
!

HONOR AWARD:

Art Center College of
Design South Campus, Pasadena

ARCHITICT

Daly Genik Architects, Santa Monica

www.dalyqenik.com

CLIENT: Art Center College of Design, Pasadena

CIVIL ENGINEER: KPFF, Los Angeles

STRUCTURAL ENGINEtR, BUILDING RtINF0RCING: Englekirk & Sabol,

Los Angeles

SKYLIGHI STRUCTURES: Arup, Los Angeles

C0URTYARD STRUCTURES: Gilsanz, Murray, Steficek, Los Angeles

MECHANICALi tttCTRlCALi PLUMEING tNGINEER: ldeas for the Built

Environment, Sherman 0aks

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: Nancy Goslee Power, Santa Monica

C0DE C0NSULTING: Schirmer Enqineering Corporation, Torrance

SUSTAINABILITY: Loisos + Ubbelohde. 0akland

GRAPHIC DiSlGN. SKYLIGHT STRUCTURES: Eruce Mau Design, lnc.,

Toronto, Canada

SIGNAGt: Hunt Design Associates. Pasadena

AC0USTICS: McKay Conant Brook, Westlake Village

AUDI0/VISUAL: Shem Milsom Wilke/Paoletti. San Francisco

Sl(YLIGHT STRUCTURES: Foiltec NA, Cohoes, NY

0!YNER'S REPRtStNTATIVt: The Hapsmith Company. Los Angeles

C0NSTRUCTI0N MANAGEMTNT: Lowe Enterprises, Encino

GENERAL C0NTRACToR: Turner Special Projects. Los Angeles

Photographer: Benny Chan/Fotoworks (lelt and top right);

Nic Lehoux (middle top and bottom right)

The first project in Art Center's ambitious plan to

develop a satellite campus in downtown Pasadena

transforms a former wind tunnel testing facility into

studios and galleries, the home of Archetype Press,

and the headquarters for Art Center's public education

programs. An ETFI skylight system brings light into the

larqe, deep spaces, while moderating midday heat gain.

It demonstrates an integration of design disciplines:

architecture, structural and mechanical engineering,

and graphic design, emblematic of the nertv use.
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HONOR AWARD:

Residence Halls Units I + ll lnfill
Student Housing,
University of California, Berkeley

ARCHITECT

EHDD Architecture, San Francisco

www.ehdd.com

PRoJ tCT TEA lv,l I Duncan Ballash, AlA, PrincipaFin-Charge; Rick Feldman,

AlA, Project Managec David Maglaty, AlA, Senior Designer; Scott

Shell, Tod Curtis, Tom Blessing, Pierre Zetterberg, Ursula Currie,

Margo Maiewska, Kim Swanson, Melissa Hung, Rachel Kim, Eugene

Sparling, Louisa Van [eer, lanny Rumalean, Federico Spadini, Hannah

Barms, Michael Bautista, ilicholas lawson, Sofie DeMeester, Anne

Timerman, Maya Tuve, Alicia Chavier, Dana ozik, Rabiah Harrison,

Jean Kim, Dave Piper, Lisa Schmidt, Richard King, Dylan Jhirad

CLIENT: lJniversity of California, Berkeley, Capital Projects

STRIJCTURAL tNGINEtR: Rutherford & Chekene, San Francisco

MECHAN CAt/EtECIRICAL/PtU14B NG tNGINtER: Gayner Enqineers,

San Francisco

C V L ENG NttR: Sandis Humber Jones, Mountain Vie,,{

LANDSCAPE ARCHITICT: oLS Architecture + Landscape, San Francisco

LIGHTING DtS GN: Auerbach Glasow, San Francisco

TttEC0[/[.4UN CAT]0NSr TEIC0M Design Group, 0akland

AC0USTICS: Charles l\4. Salter Associates lnc., San Francisco

C0SI tSTl[,4AT0R: Hanscomb lnc., San Francisco

GTNERAL C0NTRACI0Rt Rudolph and Sletten, lnc., Foster City

Photographers: Esto Photographics Inc., Mamaroneck, NY (all except

top right); Douglas A. Salin, San Francisco (top right)

Asked to add to two towering superblocks built in the

1960s, EHDD created more usable opens space for

students, maintained a street wall with units oriented

toward the public street, and reduced the scale dispar-

ity between the existing housinq and the more modest

structures of the neiqhborhood, bringing life back to

the street. Housing 884 students and faculty within

walking distance of campus, the project is designed to

achieve LEED Silver certification.
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HONOR AWARD:

Children's Museum of Pittsburgh

DESIGN ARCHIiECT:

Koning Eizenberg Architecture,
Santa Monica

www.Rearch.com

PR0JICT TEAM: Hank lbnino, FA|A and Jutie Eizenberg, AtA,

Principal Archihcts; Roderkk Vilhfranca, koject Manager; Shawn

Bleet, Robert Fabhnhk, Fttillippe Pam, Jams Kelly,ouite Banogon,

John Berry, Erin McLarghlin, lan ilacdufi, Jul'to Zavofta, Brlan lane

ARCHITtCI 0F RiC0RD: Perkins Eastman Architects PC, pittsburgh, pA

CLItNT: Children s Museum of Pittsburgh

CIVIL ENGINEiR: The Gateway tngineers. Pittsburqh

STRUCIURAL iNGlNtiRS: Arup, Los Angeles; Aflantic Engineerinq

Service, Pittsburgh

MicHANICAt/ELtCIRtCAL/PLUMBTNG tNGtNitRS: t8E Consutting Engi.

neers, Sherman 0aks; Uwood S. Tower Corporation, Pittsburgh

SUSTAINABLE DtSIGN/LttD C0NSULTANT: CTG Energetics, tnc., trvine

tANDSCAPi ARCHITiCT: Laouantra Eonci Associates. Pittsburgh

LIGHIING DESIGN: Vortex Lighting. Hollywood

tNVIR0NMENTAt ARIISTT Ned (ahn Studios, Sebastopol

GENERAL C0NIRACI0R: Mascaro Construction Company, LP. Pittsburgh

Photographer: Albert Vecerka \ Esto Photographics (all except bottom

left); Ned Kahn (bottom left)

The design of this children's museum was inspired by

an old Chinese proverb that instructs parents to give

their children two things: roots and wings. lt speaks

to old and new, to past and future, and to safety and

risk. The new steel-framed verandah, joining an 1897

Post 0ffice building and the 1930 Buhl Planetarium,

carries an old symbol of welcome into a new form. The

project is the first LtED Silver children's museum in

the country.
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

HONOR AWARD:

Central Plant,
University of California, Merced

ARCHITECT:

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP,

San Francisco

www.som.com

PR0JtCT TtAM: Gene Schnaic Managing Partner; Craig Hartman,

Design Partner; Mark Sarkisian, Structural Engineering Pa*ner;

Keith Boswell, Technical Partmr; Michael Duncan, Se0ior Designer;

Tom McMillan, Senior Technical Coordinator; Peter [ee, Senior

Structural Enginoer; Masis Mesropian, Project Architect; Mason

Miller, Project Designer; Henry Vlanin, Project Designer; Michael

Fukutome, Technical Architect; Jack Parker, Project Manager

CLItNT: University of California, Merced

tNGINEtR'0F'RtC0RD (PRlMt): Arup, San Francisco

STRUCTURAT tNGlNttR: Skidmore,owings & Merrill LLB San Francisco

MTCHANICAL ENG NttR (PttR RtV tW): Taylor tngineering, Alameda

LANDSCAPT ARCB ITtCT: Peter Walker & Partners, Berkeley

C Vlt tNGlNttRSr Sandis, Roseville; Kennedylenks, oakland

C0ST tSTIMAT0R: oavis Langdon, San Francisco

GtNtRAL C0NTRACT0R: Swinerton Builders, San francisco

Photographer: Tim Grif f ith Photography

Ihis complex of three elements-a three-story plant

building, 30,000'ton'hour thermal storage tank, and

cooling towers-plays a key role in achieving the ambi-

tious sustainability goals of the university, including

a campus-wide Silver LEED ratinq. lts design reflects

the vernacular traditions of the region in a layered

assembly of acoustical and weather barriers. Designed

to qrow with the campus, it now provides power for the

university's first phase of development, through 2008.
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MERIT AWARD:

Orchard House, Sebastopol

ARCHITICT

Anderson Anderson Architecture,
San Francisco

w w w. a n d e r so n a n d e r so n.co m

PR0JtCI TiAM: Mark Anderson, Principal; Peter Anderson, Princlpal;

Lawton Eng, Brent Sumida, Dennis oshiro, Hannah Brown,

Aaron Brumo, Rita Sio, Ji Young Chung, Jessica [ess, Hltasha

Bhatia, Chris Campbell, Jeanoe Aquilino, Kylie Moss

CLIENT: Ben Kinmont & Naomi Hupert

SIRUCTURAI- tNG NtER: Terry Nettles, PE., Structurat tngineer,

Gig Harbot WA

6tNiRAt C0NTRACT0R Drew Allen, Sebastopol

Photographer: Anthony Vizarry

2006 AIACC Design Awards

Sited within a mature apple orchard in Sonoma County,

this low, single-story, wheelchair accessible home is

built in conformity with the strict, rectilinear geometry

of the tree grid, and equally exploits diagonal surprises

particular to human movement through an agricultural

field. lt is laid out as sequences of interior and exterior

courtyards, affording long, metered views along the

rectilinear and diagonal axes of the field. The cast con-

crete construction is rationally pre-fabricated throuqh

the use of a limited set of repeated, modular formwork.
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MERIT A|YARD:

Cathedral of the Blessed
Sacrament, Sacramento

ARCHITECT:

Beyer Blinder Belle Architects & Planners

LLB New York, NY

w w w. b ey e r bl i n d e r be I I e.co m

PR0JECT TtAM: John L. Belle, FAIA, RIBA, Lead Designer/Partner ln

Charge; James W. Shepherd, AlA, Project Manager/Project

Architect; Tom lindberq, AlA, Project Deslgner; Stacey iloye,

AlA, Preservation Architrct; Richard lililler, Archltect; Tlm

Macy, AlA, Architect; Stefanie Silverman, Archltect; Ellzabeth

Sprague, hterior Desigmr; Iars Moestue, Graphic Designer

CLItNT: Diocese of Sacramento, Sacramento

STRUCTURAT ENGINEER: Nabih Youssef & Associates, Los Angeles

MECHANICAL tNGlNttR: Capital tngineering Consultants, lnc.,

Rancho Cordova

CIVIL ENGINtER: Morton & Pitalo, lnc., Sacramento

AC0USTIC & AUDI0/VISUAL DESIGNtR: Shen Milsom & Wilke, lnc.,

New York, NY

0WNtR'S REPRESiNTATIVt: Vain Constructi0n Management

DEC0RATIVE PAINT C0NSULIANT: Evercreene Painting Studios,

New York, NY

LITURGICAL C0NSULTANT: Brothers of the Christian Schools,

Midwest Division, 0maha, NE

GENTRAL C0NTRACI0R. Harbison Mahony Higgins Builders, tnc.

Photographer: David l/liakely

A multi-disciplinary team of experts has delivered a

complete historic restoration of Sacramento's main

cathedral, originally constructed in 1889. ln contrast

with recent trends in California of applying more mod-

ern designs to older churches in need of repair, the

goal here was to honor the original design intent to the

maximum extent possible, using old-world craftsman-

ship and designs in the decorative scheme, while invisi'

bly upgrading functional systems to modern standards.
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I ZOO5 AIACC Design Awards
I

MERIT AWARD:

Engineering 2,
University of California,
Santa Cruz

ARCHITECT

CO Architects, Los Angeles
www.coarchitects.com

PR0JECT TtAM: Peter Stazkker, PrincipaFintlnrge; Dennis llcFadden,

Design Principal; James Simeo, Project Archltect; Sang Ahn,

Michael Cranfill, Ramon Xlein, Anthony llorettl, Lance 0da,

Willlam Pelkus, Gndace Taira, Alex Zarifian

CLItNT: University 0f California, Santa Cruz

tNGlNttR: Arup, San Francisco

LANDSCAPT ARCHIItCT: Joni L. Janecki & Associates, Santa Cruz

INIERI0R DtSIGNER: CNI Design, Los Angeles

C0L0R C0NSULTANT: Studio Conover, San Diego

GTNERAL C0NTRACT0R: DPR Construction, lnc., San Jose

Photographer: Tom Bonner

This new facility is intended to establish an identity and

sense of place for an emerging School of Engineering.

Terraced outdoor spaces are organized to maximize

sunlight in the dense forest. A new freestanding lec-

ture hall establishes the south edge of the space. The

thin glass volume of the laboratories gives the build-

ing a luminous presence, drawing people through the

forest from the south, while the north layer of offices,

sheathed in zinc, recedes into the trees.
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

MERIT AWARD:

Palm Springs Modern
Experiment

ARCHITTCT:

DesignARC, Los Angeles

www.desiqnarc.net

PR0JtiI ItAM: Dion Mccarthy, AlA, Partnerin-Charge; Mart l(i*hart,

AlA, Partner-in-Charge; Douglas Peters, Project Manager;

Emily Adamske, Ben Hidalgo, Raymond Urruty

Photographers: Peter Malinowski; Benny Chan/[otoworks

The past ten years have been a time of revitaliza-

tion-and of development pressure-for Palm Springs.

This suite of four projects emulates the ideals of the

existing suburban, mid-century modernist tradition

with denser, more urban paradigms: combining the

patio home with the need for repeatability; cluster-

inq two-story units around centralized motor courts;

rendering private garages and pools in a dense, urban

carpet; and coupling community patios and pools with

private courtyards and spas.
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2006 AIACC Deslgn Awards

-

II MERIT AWARD:

1532 House, San Francisco

A RC H ITECT:

Fougeron Architecture, San Francisco

www.f ouqeron.com

PR0JECT TtAM: Anne Fougeron, AtA, Principal; Michael Pierry,

Ethen Wood, Ryan Murphy, Anne Tipp, Todd Aranaz

ENGINEER: Endres Ware Architects Engineers, Berkeley

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT: LutsKo Associates, San Francisco

0TlltR C0NSULTANTS: Dennis Luedeman, Architectural Metal, 0akland;

Harris Construction Co., San Francisco

GtNtRAL C0NTRACT0R: Hardman Glazing Systems lnc., San Leandro

Photographer: Richard Barnes

This house, infilling an existinq twenty-five-foot wide

lot, introduces a new courtyard typology to the city's

residential architecture. lts weave of complex spatial

relationships, inspired by the artist/owner's paintings,

interlocks the house with the site and the surrounding

urban fabric and interweaves inside and outside spaces

in a play of light and dark. Seven outdoor spaces, all

with distinctive qualities and views, unfurl around the

living areas of the house.
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MERIT AWARD:

The Gamble House Conservation
Project, Pasadena

ARCHITECT:

Kelly Sutherlin McLeod Architecture, lnc.,
Long Beach

ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT:

Historic Resources Group, Los Angeles

CLltNT. The Gamble House, University of Southern California

STRUCTURAL tNGlNttR. Krakower & Associates, Arcadia

C VIL ENGINtER: Ashba Engineers, Ltd., Signal Hill

EXTERI0R REST0RATI0N: California Restoration & Waterproofing,

Walnut

C0NSERVATI0N: Griswold Conservation Associates, LLC, Beverly Hills

PR0JECT MANAGER: Anthony Muqavero, Capital Construction

Development, USC

GENERAL C0NTRACT0R: Voss lndustries Inc., Northridge

Photographers: Mark Fiennes (top right); Alexander Vertik0ff (bottom

riqht); Historic Resources Group, LLC (top left); Kelly Sutherlin

McLeod Architecture, lnc. (bottom left)

8o

The project consultant team spent seven years on

assessment, analysis, planning, review, and fundralsing

prior to the start of construction for this restoration

of the 1908 Gamble House, Greene & Greene's high-

water mark of the Arts and Crafts idiom. The 500-page

Historic Structure Report, completed in 2000, provides

detailed documentation of conditions, as well as rec-

ommended treatment and preservation planninq goals

to assure that the house and garage are intact for

another century and beyond.
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

This conversion of an historic landmark Army barracks

in the Presidio into a start-up, independent high school

weaves together historic preservation, adaptive reuse,

and environmental responsibility, creating spaces that

teach. The design of the school carefully adapts to

existing constraints and opportunities, offers students

a critical dialogue with history on a daily basis, and

is a model of environmental stewardship for an aca-

demic program with emphasis on the crucial inter-

relationships among science, technology, ethics, and

world religions.

MERIT AWARD:

The Bay School of San Francisco

ARC H IT ECT:

Leddy Maytum Stacy Architects,
San Francisco

www.lmsarch.com

CLIENT: The Bay Sch0ol of San Francisco

STRUCTURAL tNGINEiR: Murphy Burr Curry, San Francisco

trltCHANlCAL/PtUMBING ENGINEER: Rumsey Engineers, oakland

AC0USTICAL tNGINEER: Charles M. Salter Associates, lnc.,

San Francisco

LIGHTING DTSIGN ENGINttR: Architectural Lighting Desiqn,

San Francisco

CIVIL ENGINEER: URS. San Francisco

ELECTRICAL tNGINEtR: lntegrated Design Associates, lnc., Santa Clara

LANDSCAPE ARCHIT[CT: The office of Cheryl Barton, San Francisco

PR0JtCT MANAGTR: Equity Community Builders, San Francisco

GiNiRAL C0NIRACTOR: 0liver & Company, lnc., Richmond

Photographer: Tim Grirlith Photography
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

MERIT AWARD:

The Plaza Apartments,
San Francisco

ARC H ITtCT.

Leddy Maytum Stacy Architects,
San Francisco

www.lmsarch.com

ASSOCIAITD ARCHITECT

Paulett Taggart Architect, San Francisco

www.ptarc.com

CLItNT: Public lnitiatives Development Corporation, San Francisco

STRUCTURAL: 0LMM Consulting Engineers, 0akland

MTCHANICAL/PLUMBING ENGINEER: C & B Consulting

Engineers, San Francisco

tLtCTRICAL: P0LA Deslgn + Engineering Services, San Francisco

LIGHTlNG DtSIGNER: Architectural Lighting Design, San Francisc0

LANDSCAPE ARCHIIICIT GLS Architecture + Landscape, San Francisco

CIVIL tNGINtER: Telamon Engineering Consultants, San Francisco

GENTRAL C0NTRACT0R: Nibbi Erothers General Contractors,

San Francisco

Photographer: Tim Griflith Photography

0ne hundred new, highly efficient, 300-square-foot

studio apartments provide permanent housing with

on-site mental and physical health services for chroni-

cally homeless people. Ground floor commercial space,

theater entrance and residential courtyard enhance the

streetscape, and the colorful exterior signals a nelv era

for affordable housing in this neglected neighborhood.

Wood-resin panels, acting as an insulated rain screen,

express individual apartments, reduce the building

scale, and convey a warm residential character. The

project anticipates receiving a LtED Silver certification.
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Lehrer Architects Off ice,
Los Angeles

Lehrer Architects LA

w ww.l eh re ra r chitects.com

CLIINT: Lehrer Architects LA

LANDSCAPE ARCHIItCT: Lehrer Architects LA

Photographer: Benny Chan/Fotoworks

A dingy, crowded warehouse was transformed into a

working space of light, air and transparency. Succinct

interventions-blowing out the southern wall; work sur-

faces of four-by-eight white-painted, solid-core doors;

epoxy-finished, painted floors; off-the-shelf storage

systems; the red line resolving the trapezoidal shape

off the space; and strategic landscape design-accom-

plished the job for twenty dollars per square foot,

including mechanical/electrical/data/telephone inf ra-

structure, the garden, and build-out of all work surfaces.
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2006 AIACC Design Awards
I I I

MERIT AWARD:

Nissan Design America, La Jolla

ARCHITECT:

Luce et Studio Architects, lnc., San Diego

www.lucestudio.com

PR0J tC T TtA M: Jennihr Luce, AlA, hincipal in Charge;

Mauricio lusso, Project Man ger; Lindsay Bresse[ Sh.ron Stampfer,

Amy Larimer, Peter Bernheim, Matt Shrader, Michio Valian, Sally

Harris, Aarcn Anderson, Christopher Puziq llhi-Anne Tang

ORIG NAL BUILDING ARCH TICT: Ken Ronchetti, So|ana Beach

CL ENT: Nissan Design America, La Jolla

STRUCTURAL ENGINttR: Nowark & Wiseman, San Diego

MICl]AN CAL & PtUMBING ENGINEtR: Vann Engineering, Escondido

ELECTRICAL tNGINEER. Empire Electric, Lakeside

AUD 0/VISUAL tNG NEtR: Powerwall Consultants, Goodrich, Ml

GtNtRAt C0NTRACT0R: Kelchlin Construction, San Diego

Photographer: Parl Rivera/archphoto

A three-year collaboration between architect and client

began with a series of on-site installations designed

to spark fertile dialogue about art, building, and the

intersection between architecture and the automotive

design process. The new design strategy constructs a

physical framework to enable the flow of information

from concept through development and production.

The current of information and ideas is conceived as

a fluid intermingling of four distinct layers: collec-

tion, communication, interpretation, and translation

of ideas.
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2006 AIACC Design Awards

MERIT AWARD:

Cannery Lofts,
Newport Beach

ARCHITECT

TAN N ERHECHT Architecture,
San Francisco

www.tannerhecht.com

PR0JECT TEAM: David llecht Primipd in Olarger Jim Tanner, AlA" principat

Evan Jacob, Project Designer; Tom Silva, Project Architect;

Kevin Tabari, Project Designer

CLIENT: Cannery Lofts LP, Newport Beach

STRUCTURAT ENGINEER: Vandorpe Chou Associates, lnc., Orange

MTCHANICAL/PLUMBING ENG NEER: KMA Consulting, Costa Mesa

ELECIRICAL tNGINEtR: Randatt V Moss, Fountain Valtey

LANDSCAPi ARCHITtCT: MJS Design Group lnc., Newport Beach

GtNtRAL C0NTRACTOR: Cannery Lofts LP (CWI Devetopment),

Newport Beach

Photographers: Toby Ponnay (left top, middle, and right); Benny Chan/

Fotoworks (left bottom)

Eighteen residentiaUcommercial units form a vibrant

new streetscape in this traditionally light industrial

area, while four other units form an ensemble on the

adjacent harborfront. Workspaces engage the street

throuqh the use of overhead garage doors, setting

back upper residential lofts for privacy and reduced

massing, and creating double-height breezeways that

accommodate commercial parking spaces while allow-

ing for landscaped residentlal entries and through-lot

views. Retracting window walls, operable clerestories,

skylights, and deep overhangs blur the line between

inside and out.
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2OO5 AIACC Design Awards

MERIT AWARD:

Vacation Residence, Sea Ranch

A RC H ITECT:

Turnbull Griffin Haesloop, Berkeley

www.tqharchs.com -
-

PR0JECT TEAM: Mary Grilfin, FAIA. and Eric Haesl0op, Principals and

Desiqn Architects; Molly McGrath, lntern Architect

CLIENT. Anne and Greg Evans

INTERI0R 0ESIGNER: Margaret L Simon, Berkeley

GiNERAt C0NTRACT0R: Tim Carpenter General Euilding Contractor,

Sea Ranch

Photographer: Jim Alinder

By pulling apart the program elements of house, stu-

dio, and garage, Turnbull Griffin Haesloop have cre-

ated a private sanctuary on the last remaining infill

lot on the bluff at the original, southern end of the Sea

Ranch. The separate structures frame the ocean view,

looking diagonally across their own lot to the ocean.

Ihe meadow landscape flows through the site, taking

center stage as exterior living space.
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Energy

Eff iciency

lntegration

Award

Winners

Savings By Design 2005 Design Awards Jury

Marlin Addison, M.S. Addison and Associates, Tempe, AZ

Sandy Mendler, AlA, H0K, San Francisco, CA

Dr. Hofu Wu, Arch D, FAIA, Cal P0ly P0m0na, Pomona, CA

2OO5 Winners Achieve
Excellence in Design

and Energy Efficiency
Six public buildings and one private office campus distinguished themselves among

a record number of project submissions to prove that exceptional design, environ-

mental sensitivity, enerqy efficiency, and cost effectiveness can go hand-in-hand.

For their achievements, these seven California non-residential projects received

awards of recognition from the 2006 Savings By Design Energy Efficiency lntegration

Awards program.

Every year, the recognition program, sponsored by Pacific Gas and Uectric Company,

San Diego Gas & Electrico, Southern California Edison, Southern California Gas Com-

pany, Sacramento Municipal Utility District, and The American lnstitute of Architects,

California Council (AIACC), recognizes the extra energy it takes to successfully inte-

grate architectural excellence and energy efficiency.

Ihis year, two exceptional projects-a County building and a public school-rose t0

the top t0 receive Awards 0f H0n0r. Two other outstanding projects -both libraries-

received Awards of Merit, and three noteworthy projects received special citations.

"These winninq projects are responsive to their place, addressing their climate and

also the potential for integrated use of outdoor areas," the jurors commented. "The

best design solutions focus on both the building and the slte, and also relate to the

community context."

The jurors agreed that the hiqhly inventive solutions represented by the winners

would be instructive to other desiqners in California and throughout the nation.

2006 Savings By Desiqn
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AWARD OF HONOR:

San Mateo County Sheriff's Forensic
Laboratory and Coroner's Office - San Mateo

Courtesy H0K tr***;\.
/w'

.jr4,
.1/.l*

Photo credit: Cesar Rubio. Cesar Rubio Photography

EANGN
lWH

EXPOSUFg

ARCHITECT: Hellmuth, 0bata + Kassabaum

0WNtR: County of San Mateo

DESIGN TEAM: Enovity

Ihis light-filled facility banishes any preconceived images of forensic laboratories

and coroner's offices as dark and gloomy spaces. ln contrast, this highly secure 2417

facility provides a bright, open and airy work environment, while meeting stringent

security requirements. Situated on a sloped three-acre site, the design of the 29,000-

square-foot building responds to environmental influences by taking advantage of

building orientation, roof design, and 0pp0rtunities for natural light and ventilation.

All regularly occupied areas of the building are day-lit, and office areas have oper-

able windows.

As the first building the County would construct in the 2lst century, the mission was

to create a new facility for a new millennium that would give users the tools for

long-term flexibility and to accommodate evolving research methods. At the same

time, the facility reflects the most progressive advances available in science, sus-

tainability, and energy efficiency. The project performs better than Title 24 standards

by 38 percent.

The jurors praised the project's elegant, uncompromising design, careful attention

to detail, and responsive inteqration into the natural elements and terrain of the

setting. Ihe project's treatment of the 22,000 square feet of photovoltaic panels for

maximum yield and efficiency is another key achievement, along with the simplicity

of the building materials.

WNTENSUN

NORTH / SOUTH SECTION

Photo credit: Cesar Rubio, Cesar Rubio Photography

EXAi,ll EXAM
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2006 Savings By Design

E5
AWARD OF HONOR:

Santa Rita Elementary School - Los Altos

TtCT: Gelfand Partners Architects

Los Altos School District

TtAM MHC Engineers, Mechanical Englneers

Block Enerqy Design, Energy/Environmental Consultants

Students, staff, and community members can't resist the urge to refer to their school

as "new," even though they know that the school district took their existing school

and brouqht it up to date. The school district and designers are pleased with the

adjective because one of the project's goals was to make the modernized class-

rooms indistinguishable from the new classrooms. The 21,000-square-foot project on

fourteen acres modernized permanent buildings, added classrooms, and converted

an existing classroom to new school offices.

New interventions-such as patios adjacent to each classroom, skylights in the exist-

ing walkways, and new rooms added to an existing classroom block-completely

change the operation, look, and feel of the campus. These interventions create a

hierarchy of outdoor circulation and social spaces and expand teaching space into

previously wasted outdoor areas.

The.jurors called this skillfully executed adaptive reuse project a good model for

other schools to emulate and praised the project for its keen attention to essential

details and strong daylighting and ventilation solutions.

The project qualified for a Savings By Design incentive as well as state energy effi

ciency grants by beating Title 24 requirements by 35 percent.

The jurors appreciated the project's messages: You can start later on with an older

project and still accomplish an enormous amount through a carefully inteqrated

design; you can achieve a lot without spending a lot and at the same time create a

better learning environment for children.
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2006 Savings By Design

<

AWARD OF HONOR:

Oak Park Joint-Use Library - Oak Park

Photo credit: (all photos on this page) RMA Photography, lnc.

ARCHIIECI: Harley Ellis Devereaux

0WNER. 0ak Park unified Scho0l District/Ventura County

DtSIGN ItAM: BP Consulting Engineers, lnc.

How does a library balance the needs of high school students, who frequently

use the space as a classroom/study hall requiring constant supervision, with the

needs of the public, including children who often visit the library with their parents,

and the County, which wanted to use the film/lecture room durinq after-hours and

on weekends?

0ak Park Joint-Use Library, a unique partnership between the 0ak Park Unified

School District and Ventura County, met these challenges, along with ambitious

energy efficiency and sustainability qoals. The result, the City's first public building,

is a 9,400-square-foot library that organizes spaces for easy monitoring, energy effi-

ciency (performing 27 percent better than litle 24), and cost effectiveness.

Key sustainable design elements include a hiqh utilization of natural light in the main

reading room. More than 85 percent of the light fixtures may be turned off on a sunny

day by permitting reflected light and diffused daylight into the space. Another key

element was temperature modulation through the use of the mass properties of

masonry. ln the evening, when outdoor temperatures drop, the building is vented,

drawing heat from the interior masonry walls, in effect "charging" the walls with

"coolth" that absorbs and stores heat, reducing interior temperatures during the day.

The jurors praised the innovative lighting, including the creative development of the

building section and the integrated skylit slots for the library's stack areas. Jurors

characterized this project as an icon providing an inspiring example of energy-effi-

cient design.
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AWARD OF HONOR:

Sun Valley Branch Library - Sun Valley

Photo credit: (all photos on this page) RMA Photography. lnc.

\orthLlevaiid .i --,:

E6lElevarion - i -

I ARCHIIECI: Harley Ellis Devereaux

I o**rr, city of Los Angetes

DtSIGN TtAM: GreenWorks Studio, Inc.

Public libraries, in their best expression of the Carnegie tradition, are ideal proper-

ties for demonstrating best practices that support sustainable communities. This

12,500 square-foot, single-story branch is one of thirty-two projects in the 1998

Library Bond Program and is only one of two projects to achieve a Gold Level LEED

certification from the US Green Building Council.

The building exemplifies sustainable design goals through careful planning, massing,

and use of materials. tlongating the building on the east-west axis maximizes oppor-

tunities for achieving energy efficiency by reducing exposure to harsh late afternoon

sun and creating opportunities to bring in daylight without glare. A high mass build-

ing envelope, concrete masonry construction for passive cooling, high performance

glazing and ENERGY SIAR@ high reflectivity and high emissivity roofing, daylighting

strategies, skylights with sculpted liqht wells, and lighting controls contribute to the

building's successful energy efficient design.

Moreover, the building-integrated photovoltaics provide more than 30 percent of the

building's energy needs and contribute to energy reliability by producing maximum

output during peak load periods.

The jurors were impressed with this project's effective use of space and creative use

of landscaping on its tight site. Ihey praised the building's well-balanced daylighting

solution (puttinq daylight in the most critical areas), playful use of natural light, and

notable energy performance (29 percent better than Title 24).
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CITATION:

Toyota South Campus - Torrance
txceptional Performance in a Larqe Suburban 0ffice Park

92

Photo credit: Christian D. Costea, Costea Photography

ARCHITECT: LPA, lnc.

0WNER: Toyota Motor Sales, USA, lnc.

DESIGN TEAM: Glumac lnternati0nal, lnc., Mechanical Engineer

CTG Energetics, lnc.. [nergy/Environmental Consultant

The South Campus expansion project demonstrates Toyota's commitment to

the environment using the corporation's "process green" initiatives. Located at

Toyota's North American Headquarters, the campus consists of five three-story

buildings, totaling 624,000 square feet. ln addition to the program requirement of

providing office space for the financial and customer services groups, the facil-

ity provides amenities for dining training and an event courtyard for the entire

Toyota population.

The highly energy-efficient design (58 percent better than Title 24) embraced several

energy-saving and renewable energy source elements, includinq the largest privately

owned rooftop photovoltaic panel system installation in the country, providing up to

52,000 kwh per month.

The design team met the client's challenge to develop a corporate campus that was

environmentally sustainable, socially responsible, and economically feasible. When

the project opened on Earth Day in 2003, it was the largest private facility in the

United States to receive a "Gold" certification from the US Green Building Council's

LEED Program.

The jurors cited this project for meeting the challenges of a typical large suburban

office park with exceptional performance. They commented that the design team

accomplished a great deal with an all too common situation and were impressed by

the project's energy performance.
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CITATION:

Sonoma State University Recreation Center
- Rohnert Park
lnnovative Building Systems, lncluding Natural Ventilation and Daylighting Strateqies

ARCHITECT: LPA, Inc.

0WNtR: Sonoma State University

DtSIGN TtAM. Glumac lnternational, Lightlng ingineers

Costa, Mechanical Engineering

Sonoma State University, located at the foot of the Sonoma hills, is composed of

a series of nondescript concrete buildings. ln an effort to "re-image" the grow-

ing campus, the University envisioned this Recreation Center as an opportunity to

depart from the ordinary. Consequently, the University set two major desiqn goals

lor this project: to create a gathering space for the students and to demonstrate the

campus's commitment to sustainability.

This two-story recreation and fitness center houses a signature climbing wall, one-

and two-court gymnasiums, fitness and common areas, locker rooms and support

spaces. lt also defines the entry space to the Central Ouadrangle of the campus.

Almost 70 percent of the 52,000-square-foot building is naturally ventilated and

cooled by a night flush system, a destratification/ventilation system in the small

gym, and a naturally ventilated lobby. Ihe facility uses an integrated evaporative

cooling system for the office, multipurpose, and fitness rooms. lt also features sig-

nificant use of green materials, proper building orientation, and an efficient exterior

skin with thermal mass..

The jurors deemed this a "beautiful... pro.iect" and particularly praised its 70 percent

natural ventilation, innovative systems, and strong commitment to daylighting,

which contributed to a performance of 45 percent better than Title 24.
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CITATION:

Franchise Tax Board - Sacramento
Hiqhly lntegrated Tean Approach to Larqe Project

94

Photo credit: Dan 0. Chan, Franchise Tax Board

ARCHITECT: Hellmuth, 0bata * Kassabaum

Lionakis Beaumont Design Group

0WNtR: State ol Calirornia, Department of General Services

DtSIGN TEAM: Capital Engineering Consultants, Mechanical Engineers

Enovity, Energy/Environmental Consultants

The project team began the process with a simple vision and mission: Build an

energy-efficlent, sustainable new facility that has a positive impact on people's well-

being, comfort, social interaction, and productivity. At the same time, they wanted to

create a workplace that is flexible to daily and longterm change, enhances the sur-

rounding community, and embraces the site's amenities.

Achievements include performing 20 percent better than Title 24 standards; daylight

harvesting; incorporatinq renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaic panels

and solar-heated domestic water; minimizing water consumption; improving indoor

air quality; using recycled and recyclable materials; capturing, retaining, and filter-

ing rainwater runoff; and integrating alternative transportation to reduce reliance on

automobiles. The project encompasses 1,000,000 square feet of new building space

along with 850,000 square feet of remodeled space.

This project's comprehensive solution and inteqrated desiqn impressed the jurors.

They recognized the team effort that led to its successful desiqn. Key elements

included its significant commitment to the use of renewable energy and well adapted

shading solutions.
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Savings By

Design

Ass ista n ce

a nd Fina nc ia I

lncentives

It's no accident that these award-winning buildings are energy efficient; high perfor-

mance buildings happen by design. Savings By Design and Energy Desiqn Resources

are two valuable resources that can make the process easier.

Savings By Design, a program that encourages high-performance design and con-

struction, offers design assistance and financial incentives to architects and building

owners who strive to integrate energy efficiency into their non-residential, new

construction projects.

Energy Design Resources offers energy desiqn tools and resources that help make

it easier to design and build enerqy-efficient commercial and industrial buildings in

California.

The deslgn assistance, financial incentives, resources, and tools are immediate, but

the added benefits of an energy-efficient facility are ongoing, including lower oper-

ating expenses as well as increased occupant comfort, productivity, and property

va I ue.

For more information about Savings By Design or the Savings By Design Energy

Efficiency lntegration Awards, visit www.savingsbydesign.com. For more information

about Energy Design Resources, visit, www.energydesignresources.com.

Savings By Design is funded by Calilornia utility custoners under the auspices of the Pubtic l)tilities Connis-

sion and sponsorcd by Pacific Gas and ilectric conpany, San Diego Gas & Etectric, Southern California tdison,

Southern California rias Company, dnd Sacranento Municipal lJtility l.istrict.
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rhe Shalleck Collaborative rnc.
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Yvg

Consulting Services for Owners,
Architects, Municipalities,
Professional Organizations
and Educational Institutions

*+{
582 Market Street, Suite 2oo2
San Francisco, CA 94104

tel 415-956-4roo
www.shalleck.com

We look forward to combining our talents with yours.

lntegrated

Communications

Technology

Consulting

SHEN TVILSOIV WILKE

Consulting Services in the areas of:

lnformation Technology

Audiovisual

Multimedia

Acoustics

Data Center Design

Security

33 New Montgomery Street Tel 415.391 .7610
10th Floor Fax 41 5.391 .0171

SanFrancisco,CA94l05 e-mail:smw@sf.smmwinc.com

Planning and Design of_Theatres and Production Systems

Performing Arts/Media facilities Planning and Desitn

Architectural Lighting Design and Consulting

SANFRANC|SCO.225GreeoStret,SaoFmncisco,CA9{ttt,Tet 4t53927528, Fu4t5i927530
YORK . 266 West 37th Streeq loth Flon NewYork, NY 100t8, Tet 2 t 2 76.1 5630, Fu ZIZ 761 SGtz

XINNEAPOLIS . 6l I 3 ArcticWay, Edina, MN 55436, Tel 952 930 0818, Fu 952 933 8t67
ww.auerbachconsultants.com . info@auerbachconsuliaots.com
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Specified Technologies, lnc.
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Call: Larry Simon CSI far support
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Empire College

SantaRosa, CA

Henry M. Rowan Hall
Rowan Unfiersity

I
Illinois We s ley an U niv e r sity

Bloomington, lL

Distinguished by our ability to offer a complete

exterior package, including curtain walls,

entrances, storefronts, windows, skylights and

translucent panel systems, The Visuwall

Group has supplied innovative school and

university constmction projects across the

country. When you plan your next educational

project, go with a single-source supplier that

already has done its homework.

For more information, call us

today at 800/327-1411, or visit

www.vistawall.com.

Mary Gates Hall
U niv ersity ol Wahington

Seattle, WA

n
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WHEN IT COMES TO SCHOOLS,
WE'VE DONE OTJR HOMEWORK.
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The Vistawall Group

A BlueScope Steel Company
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Stepsto%o, Inc.
wvwu,stepstoneinc.com 800-572-9029
ARCCA606NMP
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Siffi l%0, American Ultraviolet Cornpany
has manufactured quatity UY equipment
for the disinfectioo of au, liquids and
surfaces around the world. We proudly
serve the HVAC, healftcare, pharnraceraical,
water purification, soeen printing bouling,
fmd processing ard aerospae industries,
among others.

. Fq coil r rir:fgro
dirinhctis

.l or2lr@coffiratim
o 1{'lo 2{" hnnc

. Goil and retunr ai, doct
slerilization hom ose unil

. Up lo I r€mote lamsr/fifrir8

. Hdomdllino nclerdqcs
rih mlhh hnfs

. Coil Irillhlin tUlEm

. Oucl mortird units lor air
shsrm dbalthrtioo

. Up lo I lanffirlurc

All prodwts are made in fre USA, come in standard
and custom configuratiorn for In lhct and On Coil
applications, are easy to install and economical to
operate. You can trust ultnaviolet tryAC equipnrent
from American Ultraviolet Company, because
experiene matters.

American Ultraviolet Company
Since 1960. lt's all we do.

wuw.arnericanultrauidet.com
mstineseamericanultrayiolet.corl

(800)288-e288
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Who:

whv:

How:

Keynote speakers: :l
Ray Anderson, lnterface lnc. ,,;
Thomas Fisher, Professor and DBap;-=j:;

College of Architecture 
"og 

Landscapr
Architectu re, University offiinaesota =
Norman Strong FAIA, 

,,:

200S AIA Vice President ,.€
An opportunity to identify and p$
information and training for emfl

l;:T,:[Hil::ffi3P8
Register online in theW
section at www.aiacc.o biffi
discounts are available through 9/€
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Aldrichpears Associates 56

American Ultraviolet 99

Architecterra Design Group l1

Auerbach + Pollack + Friedlander 97

Basalite 12

Beyer Blinder Belle 56

Blomberg Window Systems IFC

BOE Software I

Burnett & Sons 56

cvts 't2

Coreslab Structures 11

Dekstone 99

Epic Metals Corporation 13

Flack + Kurtz Consulting Engineers IBC

Graniterock 'lO

Hoover Treated Wood Products IO

lnnovis Corporation I
Lord And Sons 97

Lutron OBC

Marvin Windows & Doors 13

Pilkington Fire Protection 2

Ouantum Windows & Doors 6

Shen Milsom & Wilke, lnc. 97

Stepstone, lnc. 10,12,1O2

The Shalleck Collaboration 97

Thorburn Associates 1O2

Vistawall Architectural Products. lnc. 98

Zetlin & De Chiara 9

HORBURN
SSOCIATES

Acousuc AND TrcnNolocy CoNsurraNrs

A Professional Serv ice F irm Prov id in g Acoustical Consulting anc

Technology System Design and Engineering forthe Commercial
Corporate, Leisure, Public, Residential, and Retail Industries

Three Locations to Serve You:
San Francisco, CA 510.886.782(
LosAngeles, CA 818.569.023t
Raleigh-Durham, NC 919.463.999:

For additional information on our firm visit our web site
at: www.TA-Inc.com

or send an email to: TA@TA-Inc.com

Ir T
A

Thorburn Associates Inc is proud
to be anAIA/CES Provider.
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Perfection. in Precost Con unete

Stepstotuo, Ivt,c.
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... and Counting

4 California buildings that have won AIA National's

25 Year Award

Baldwin Hills Village, Los Angeles / Reginald Johnson,

WM&A, Clarence Stein.

Eames House, Pacific Palisades / Charles and

Ray Eames.

Sea Ranch, Northern California / Moore Lyndon

Turnbull Whitaker.

Salk lnstitute, La Jolla / Louis Kahn.

www.aia.org

California Modern building on the National Trust's

2005 World's Most Endangered Sites List

Ennis-Brown House, Los Angeles / Frank Lloyd Wright

w ww. n at i o n a lt r u st.o rg

4 California preservation organizations with

Modernism agendas

Los Angeles Conservancy's Modern Committee

Los Angeles

www.modcom.org

Preservation Action Council of San Jose

San Jose

www.preservation.org

California Preservation Foundation

San Franclsco

w w w.ca I if o r n i a p rese rvat i o n.org

DOCOMOMO

Northern California

www.docomomo'us.org

What D0C0M0M0 stands for

D0cumentation and C0nservation of Buildings, Sites

and Neighborhoods of the M0dern M0vement.

www.doconono-us.org

Big box versus modern icon

IBM Building 25 in San Jose, designed by John Bolles,

FAIA, in the late'50s, is the subject of a California

Preservation Foundation lawsuit against Lowe's, which

to3

8 pioneering modern California architects not named

Schindler

Northern California

Beverley David Thorne

Rowan Maiden

Albert Henry Hill

Don R. (norr

Southern California

Bill Cody

E. Stewart Williams

Sim Bruce Richards

John Rex

http/library.cca.edu

15 buildings that have won AIA California Council's 25

Year Award

St. Francis Square, San Francisco / Marquis and Stoller

Marin County Civic Centel San Rafael /
Frank Lloyd Wright

Ghirardelli Square, San Francisco / Wurster Bernardi

and Emmons

Sea Ranch, Northern California / Moore Lyndon

Turnbull Whitaker

0akland Coliseum and Arena, 0akland / Skidmore

0wings & Merrill

Eames House, Pacific Palisades / Charles and

Ray Eames

UC Berkeley Art Museum, Berkeley / Mario Ciampi

Kappe Residence, Pacific Palisades / Raymond Kappe

Crown Zellerbach Euilding, San Francisco / Skidmore

Owings & Merrill

V.C. Morris Gift Shop, San Francisco / Frank Lloyd Wright

Kaufmann House, Palm Springs / Richard Neutra

Case Study House 21, Los Angeles / Pierre Koenig

Eichler Homes, throughout California / Anshen + Allen

Kresge College, UC Santa Cruz / Moore Lyndon

Iurnbull Whitaker

Art Center, Pasadena / Craig Ellwood & Associates

www.aiacc.orq

David Meckel, FAIA

plans to demolish the structure. Bolles is also the

architect for Candlestick Park and the AIACC's first

president (1945). All outgoing AIACC board members

receive the John S. Bolles, FAIA, Fellowship in his honor.

www.mercurynews.c0m

3 books on California Modernism written by AIACC

practitioner members

NorCalMod: lcons of Northern California Modernisn

Chronicle Books 2006

Pierluigi Serraino (Anshen * Allen Architects)

Eichler: Modernism Rebuilds the Anerican Drean

Gibbs Smith 2002

Paul Adamson (Hornberger * Worstell Architects)

Pafford Keatinqe-Clay: Modern Architecture /
Modern Masters

Actar 2006

Eric Keune (Skidmore Owings & Merrill)

www.stoutbooks.com

2 licensed architects who are also realtors

specializing in California Modernism

Brian Linder / Ihe Value of Architecture

Keller Williams Realty

www.tvoa.net

Erik Lerner / Real Estate Architects

Mossler Deasy & Doe

ww w.re a I e st at e a rc h i t e cts.co n

s58

What a four'inch-high, stainless steel, reproduction

Neutra house number sells for today.

www.dwr.com

Modern subscribers

Dwell,lhe San Francisco based maqazine whose byline

is At Home in the Modern World,has a circulation of

over 269,000 readers. By comparison, Metropolis has a

circulation of only 45,000.

htt p ://l i b ra ry.c c a. e d u
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You Decide
Robert Mittelstadt, Fremont City Hall, 1966-?004. Above, going up, photo courtesy of

Museum of Local History, Fremont. Below, coming down, photo by Don Dillon,

mayor of Fremont when the buildinq was designed and constructed.

This building

was an icon of its time. Its loss is abhorrent.

was distinctive if imperfect. Its loss saddens.

had served its purpose. All things must pass.

should never have been built. Good riddance

never existed. The material world is illusion.
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